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ALL NEW YORK WAITING FOR MAY 15

....._-_._----------*
I/J GEN. itJ. S. EDDY ADDRESSES
OLD MAN "ANON ",1 TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE FOR SUM OF
AN OPEN LETTER TO MEMBERS HE JUST KEEPS ON
ONLY $1.50; NUMBER OF TICKETS TO'
I
ON S'J'flTIJS OF THE HISTORY ROLLING A LON G
HE SOLD IS LIMITED.
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To the Members of the Ninth In-

i

I
i

fantry Division Association:
T have been informed by the
Editor of The Oetofoil.l\Il', Paul
Plun~,ett, that there haH~ been increasing numbers of inquiries addressed to both hil11 and the publisher regarding the status and
completion date of au!' History
"Eight Stars to Vidory.H I have
aSKcd the Editor of The Octofoil
fol' space in this issue in order to
bring you up to date on the present progress of the writing' of the
Hist 0 ry. As of the date of this
letter, 12 April, its status is as
follows:
a. The final draft of the 180,000
word text, including all corrections
for accuracy and balance, has been
completed.
b. The first section of the book
was sent to the publisher 6 April
. 1948.
c, Other
' · portions
t
' dofb the
1 ffinal
t ex t h ave
JUS alTIve
ac ( rom
the two college professors who
we re . checking the history for
grammaeical errors. These remain.
h it
'ur 11 . "th fj t

),

YO' GRAN DMA
NEVER KN EW

DAYS LI KE TH IS
Now':-:; the time for The Octofoil to do a little "b . • . . ing,"
During the past month the Linotype operator who works on The
Octofoil has undergone a seri-ous
operation. To employ another is
out of the question. There just
aren't any more. Mail has been
unusually heavy. To answer any
of the letters ha~ been impossible,
They just had to accumulate. Follow up letters have come in giving
your alleged editor holy hell for
not answering. Attempting to do
the sick man·s mechanical work

The Octofoil's "Anonvt1lou,,"
pal from Philadelphia send; in the
dependable buck he staltc·d moons
back for the Gold Star Mothers
and Dads Fund. Anon"mous asks
The Octofoil to thanl~ the boys
who are helping him in his what
was once a one-man drive, He
abo compliments the Columbus
Chapter for acting a~ a unit-a,nd
wants to know what;, wrong With
the other chapters
'

--~-'-

A few of the bov5 writing' in
supporting the Gold 'Stal' Mothers
and Dads Fund during the past
few -days are as follows:
Bill Zimmerman, 1512 Abhottsson St., Baltimore, sends his COIltribution and says he thinks it is
a wonderful idea.
John Trenelise, 2fl04 New York
Ave., Union City, N. J., sends his

MIKE GATTO ON TICKET COMMITTEE; ERNIE SEIGEL, THE
JOURNAL, BOOSTER; LES RONAY, RECEPTION; HAL"
BRUCHAC, ERNIE SEIGEL, PRIZES.

George Grossman, secretary of the Greater N e\v York
- . .
.
\hapter of .the Ninth Infantry I?ivision ~sS~cIatlOn, wntes
1 he OCtofOlI as follows, concermng the big-tnne plans they
Ihave down lVlanhattan \vav for their' First Annual Sprin o'
Dance:
~

I
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At
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f
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a SpeCl<l mee lllg 0
e
of Governors and the Dan.ce
Committee, Jo~n Waschin, Ch~lrman of the FIr~~ An~ua1 Spl'lng
Dance -of. the Gleatel New York
Chapter, I'e'ported that final plans
were completed for the dance.
15TH OF M~ Y. 1948
John rem;ndsone and all that
the dance WIll be. held on the 1.5th
of May, 1948, III the beautIful
Henry Hudson Room, of the Hotel

1 Board

~~:nat~e~~y;~gtht~;~:t1t~:~a:o~~~~~l;t1~~~~~~0~~df~i~~J.on~);~1:1~~~t;~r:t~::l~e;l~:rk~~f;dTh~e~~~~~

will cause a lot of fun for the gU\'
who wins it. Come along and help
share the "Liberated Loot."
Cal Polivy, president of the
Greater New York Chapter, inf-orms us that the Presidents of
all the Local Chapters· of the 9th
Infantry Division Association, are
invited as Special Guests of the
Greater New York Chapter.
FATHER DE LAURA WILL

BE THERE
"Cal'· tells us that he has s~the printing plant was being bettel' let hl'mself be kIIOWIl down WIll b.e set up Cabaret Stylemoved to a new location. This in Philly during the Reunion.
tha~ 1:-', t~bles ,for ,o~r guest~ and cured the services of Father De- .
JOhlI A. Baunlal·l. 8'': 1 lI.'el"'OJl theIr partIes WIth walter serVIce.
La.ura, and anyone. ~e.$.,.·. ng aid
month
keyd' employe
is 'in the
n
~t 1 BUY TICKETS EARLY
. .
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te
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. Icago
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of the sheet and the only l'easonnote for the fund for $10. and
Ch:;\lrman Wasclun urges all to ate Army style help from the
~~~ti~na~p~;b:~n~i~t;;ed.ln4ft~y' wc"re--hanging around is. ju,st t •. say~ . ' s gla4 to h('IJ) in stM'·h" a. buy ,tIcket~ early ~nd be sure ~f,a "Good Pad;fe," M~ny letters have
event, all the text will be in the see what in the hell is going to worthy project.
g-oon locatloll at tne Jallce.~TIek- b~ell l?,.ecei.yed fr'9»t.m~,rtt.~· rSil.l.
hands of the publishel' not later happen next.
Benjamin C. Thomas, 8 Concord ets.al·e. now on sale for $1.50 ea~h, Cownecticgt, ~Wi!fiiitN'~'Jel
than 21 April.
So it is hoped u-ou gu"s after St., Knoxville, Tenn., sends his WlllC.h Just covers the expenses, lJl- sey, Philadelphia and other parts,
"
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much he apprecIated the fmc Ull- wilh mU::-dC fUll1l:::.hed bj Bob an reunion on May 1fi, 1948.
April..
Philadelphia July 29, 30, 31
dertaking of the Philadelphia com- Warsk and his oOrchestra. Many BRING THE LADY BUGS
~:"T?e cover dl'awlI1,~:::. ~':v~ h,cen
SOLON
rade. Ben says "it cel'tainl~- mer- will remember Bob because hc is
Bring the miss us or the gid
el:_laved and the papc t. Jacket I
it::; the cooperation of each of u;:::' also an old f)th Division man.
friend and let them meet the gang
Wpll~I'lb.e sent to the publbher 24 1
Frank F, Heik~ila_. 50 Knowlto.n MIKE HAS THE DUCATS
from the Famous Ninth Infantry
<
A ve., I( ennlor2 1", , N ' Y ., :,cn d ~ h I:::.
Mike Gatto, chairman of the
b Division who won the war,
f. M~ps are our p,rinci pal difficheck and a postal cal'ddle had re- Ticket Committee, assisted
y
GEORGE GROSSMAN Sec\'
~ulty smce our artbt has been
ceived from Anonymous, That lad Nick Orlando, Getzy Schift· and MEET APRIL 30
,
•.
Iorced to hand l~llel' t~1e name of
Thoma~ F. Solon, 4757 Bryant' isn't satisfied with making an ap- Jim Bruno have started to distribThe next regular meeting of the
ever~ town mentIoned In the text. Ave.. S., Minneapolis 9, Minn., peal through The Octofoil. He's ute tickets to members of the As- Greater New York Chapter will be
DespIte such ~ela~ the last map writes that he receives his Octo- making up a direct mail advertis- sodation. All members desirin~ held Friday evening. April 30,
sho,nld ~e fimsheJ. ~Y 4 June, foil regularly. and he knows a ing campaign.
tickets for themselves and their 1948,. at 8 P. M. at the Hotel
~hlCh WIll allow us Ju~t enough friend who is a non-member who
Philadelphia July 29, 30, 31
guests can secure them by contact- Times Square, 43rd St, and 8th
time to go to press by trud-June.
will enjoy Octofoils and will be a
ing Mike Gatto, carc Greater New Ave., New York City. All are corg. Barring mechanical difficul- member if asked. So Solon sends
York Chapter, !)th Inf. Div. Assn.. dially invited to attend and bring
ties and the unforeseen, HIe sched- the buddy his old Octofoil and reIn the U. S. Army P. O. Box 1168, Grand Central along that new member for the
ule calls for the completed his- quests The Octofoil to send an apStation, New York City. Only 500 9th Division Association.
fode::; to be in the mail between plicationtoJohnW, Smith. 608
It's Captain "Red"
Wilson people can he accommodated. so
As members probably know, we
22 July and 2 August.
W. Cork St" Winchester, Va,
again, The Octofoil's staff artist is buy your tickets early and be sure have been meeting oOn the fourth
When the writing or the HisSuch a request should go direct- back in uniform. with the 98th of an enjoyable evening with our Friday of the month except durt ory was fi ~ t un d el'"a.
l
k ell, 1't was 1y to S ecretary Charles O. Tinglev, F.A. Bn.• Fort Bragg, N. C.
old friends"
ORT ing
h dthed'summer months. Due to
my wish. an.d I am sure you will P. O. Box 1704, Washington 13,
He writes in to say they're SEIGEL GIVES GOOD REP
t e ea lme that we are confl'ont~1I agree WIth me, that the fin- D. C., but that's okay Tom, the keeping him so darn busy down
Ernie Seigel, chairman of the ed with in securing Journal ads
lshed product be a good one. To information will be forwarded to there it doesn~t look like he'll have Journal and Booster Committee. and our Booster cards for pdntthis end exhaustive study and re~ Secretary Tingley, and thanks for time to get his artist tools out for reports favorable progress but I'e- ing. it was decided to give the
seal'ch have been made. Maps, your interest and cooperation
quite some time.
minds the boys to get on the ball members an additional week to
plates and illustrations have been
•
and turn in their cash and com- gather up ads and Boosters. Put
painstakingly prepared. With postplete reports at the April 30, 1948 down on your calendar as "Rewar separations and -transfers,
meeting'. Ernie and his committee, served," Friday night, AprH 30.
many of our consultants bad to be
consisting of Gene Magidson, Ken 1948.
contacted through time consuming
Chaplain, Irving Feinberg and AnThe.re will be a great deal of
eorrespondence. Continuous checkdriello are out plugging and get- very important business discussed
iog, cross checking and proof readting' thing's up to date.
at this meeting and all membel's
ing have been made in order to
RONAY DOES GOOD JOB
are urged to attend. President
insure accuracy. In the course of
Les Ronay, flrst Presi-den t of Polivy will c l for reports from
its writing the historian was taken
the Greater New York Chapter, the Dance l)ommittees and the
seriously ill, and just I'ecently
and one of the original organizers Convention Committee. New busimembers of his family have also
of the Chapter, is in charge of the I ness Will. include the appointment
been quite ill. All of these unReception Committee. Les has of a Nominating Committee for
avoidable factors have contributed
done and is still doing a grand the election of new officers fOl'
to delay. However, I anl certain
job for the' Association and knows the coming year of activity in the
that you will fi'nd the delay wa5
he was selected for this committee Greater New York Chapter, and
well worthwhile when you receive
because of that, Les will be as- the discussion with regards the
your History. I can aSSUl'e you it
sisted by Stan Cohn, Henry Cal- forming of a Greater New York
is a work that you will be just as
daro, and all t.he Officers and the Chapter W-omen's Auxiliary.
])J'oud of as the Octafoil llatch we
members of the Board of GovThere will be liquid l>efl'eshall wore on our shoulders.
€rnors.
ments served after the meetingThe additional time taken to
BRUCHAC AND SEIGEL AN
come along with that new memb€1'
}H'ing you this book has enhanced
UN"CORKING" TEAM
and have a pleasant evening with
it greatly. We of the Committee
Al Bruchac and Ernie Seigel the old gang.
feel certain that when :vou receive
were elected a Committee oOf t"'·o
Remember the date, April 30,
your copy of "Eight Stars to Victo take care of the Prize Commit- 1948.
tory"
you will
be to
glad
t.hatyou
great
'G
E
Ocame
R G E GROSSMAN
ains were
takell
bl'I'I'""g
an
tee. ErnIe
and AI,
as usual,
l
~, S ecy.
P
•
This U. S. Army Signal Corp Photo made of the Atlanta.' Ga.,
.
M'ke
G att''0, T'ck
accurate
and well.bal.anced
acup WI'th some nlce
I'd cas f or tlIe
I
I' e t Co nlmittee
Ninth Division Group after their initial meeting, disclose. a pretty danc'" The an ounc th t the
Chairman "'l'ites to The Octofoil
count of your Divisl·on, YOUl' comy
n
e
a
1'e·..
..
rades. and yourself.
nice looking bunch of Joes. Front row: Thomas J. Donnelly, Mor- will be at least six free prizes, All a reminder to the members that
ris McLemore, George W. Smythe, Carl Wappler, Vernon Muger- of them have been donated by goes thusly: "Remember, fellows,
Sincerely,
ditehian. Second row: J. M. Alley. William H. Waikart, W. R.
members of the Association and no matter how much work the
M. S. EDDY,
Taber, Van Bond, H. A. Schmidt, Oscar H. Thompson. Third row:
there are more promised. They committee do~, we have t() have
Lt. Gen .• U. S. Army.
Horace E. Clary, Jr., Curtis H. Spence. Walter J. Victor, L. F. promise many surprises f-or the your cooperation in ·order to make
President, History Committee. Keller, S.B. Magruder, Justin Stoll, John Booth.
folks attending, One of the prizes OUl' affair a super-success."
>
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Ben, We- Will Be There
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COL. GEORGE B. BARTH
HENRY S. RIGBY
PAUL S. PLUNKETT
ROBERT W. ROBB
GLENN O. MOOHE
DONALD M. CLARKE

, * "RANK B. WADE
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CHARL::~::N:;Y~:::e;::-::easarer·

1.T. GEN. MANTON S. EDDY
BRIG. GEN. II. D. BIRKS
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Published each month by and for the members of
Ninth Infantry
Division Association. N~ws articles. feature storie~. photographic or art matprial from memhers will be welcomed and every effort will be made to return
"hotogra~hic anel art work in ~ood cODditit'n. Please :lddress allcommunications to The Octofoil. 216 S. Grant Ave.. Columbus, Ohio.
Extract from the certificate of incorporation of the Ninth Infantry
Division As"odation: "This Association is formed by the officers and men
of the Ninth Infantry Division in order to perpetuate the memory of our
fallen comrades. to pr..serve tJ... esprit de COrDS of the Division. to assist in
promoting an everlasting world peace exclusively by means of educational
activities and to !'"rve ao; an ·information bureau to members and former
members of the Division."

Ii

Adverti5ing Rates will be furnished upon rc«!,uest. Write Paul S. Plunkett,
216 South Grant Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
Entered as Seccmd-Class Matter January 7. 1947. atPostoffice.
Washington, D. C.• under Act of March 3, 1879.
Addition:'1 entry at Columbus, Ohio.
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FINANCIAL REPORT AS OF APRIL 15, 1948
Balance as of December 31, 1947________________________
__
New membel';;-99
.
$ 373.30
*R~,~ewal$o,.-.---.-7,i;---.. -.-------__,_-------- 6771.20
P~rclal Renewa,ls" ----------------"C---...~,..--7
12:30
HIstOry';:- Fund ::~L'-:-.-- c_'_---~-_____________ 385.00
N€wspapel' Fund
.
1625.79
Interest Savings Account
8.44
Overage on R€newals
._____________________
16.20
.ft dvance Dues
18.00
f'{)ld Star Mothers' Fund __. .
62.35
Mi'icellaneous Receipts
...._. __
403.45

.__.

" -$1721.62
.________________________ 349.83
Printin~
....
255.00
Office Expense
~___________________________
168.34
Newspaper Exp€nse
"
1636.20
Board of Governors Expense__________________________ 177.86
Telephone and Telegrams.
-_________ 110.07
Express __ 0________ _
.
.___________________________
19.55
I'ul'niture and Fixtun:.s
.________ 1479.19
R.e-funds _..
._____________
18.00
R S. Tax Paid______________________________________________
32.94
W. H. Tax Paid
140.10
Miscellaneous Expenses
501.71

$79,154.59

Down

164.09

6,446.32

$ 3,422.03
22,926.80
4,035.47
52,000.00

$82,384.:30 $82,384:30
•
Includes only 245,1 members renewing since January 1, 1948.

Including IT;embers paying 1948 dues which were includEd in last
year's business plus new members issued U)48 cards plus
unp-osted 1~H8 du€:o, our 1948 paid-up membership totals approximatc:'1y 2950.
DUES COLLECT"ED BY CHAPTERS
Number of Members
'''ho Have Paid
Through Charter
_
0

_

T

Conn( cticut
Detroit __

Plliladelphia
E uffalQ
Total

0

••

--1·

_

_
.

_

w£·~c

''-'6t:A ...y

~

,...f,......., ",,14!> tov '0.....1»
.s.

N.~"",

IJfir:'F,..,.£p

°

Vi,s'T

w"',

"O¥

"''''Y

CJ.lt., ...

438
58
58
43
35"31
30
25
10

____________________ l..

Amount
Withheld by
Chapter

$438.00
58.00
58.00
43.00
35.00

'

:n.oo a

30.00
25.00
10:00
_
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This is your information service. Quutions furnished by yeu will be answered
to the be.. of our ability with the facilities at our disposal. Service question.
r.9ar~ing you or your dependents are especially welcome.
Please address: NOW
HEAR THIS. Ninth Infantry Division Association, BOI 1704, Washington (13) D. C.
Be sure to include your name and address. However, initials only wilt be uled whe..
publishin9 the questIon and answer.

Q. I am negQtiating to purchase
a home under the G. I. Bill. .The
appraisal value at the time is lower than the pUl'chase price. Will
Veterans Administration guarantee my loan if I agree to pay the
difference in cash?

A. N(). Veterans Administration will not gual'antee a loan on
a home where the appraisal value
is less than the purchase price.
This provision of the law is f()r
your protection.

GOOD OLE TAYLOR
BACK IN HARNESS
Wilton M. Tayl.or, Box 446,
Taft, Calif., sends the address of
Robert M. Wallace, formerly M
Co., 47th, as 3301 Baltimore Ave.,
Long Beach, Calif.
CONCRATULATES GEN. EDDY
Taylor congratulates Lt. Gen.
Eddy on his new rank, adding best
wishes to all former Ninth men
still in the service.
ASKS YOU TO WRITE
He continues his campaign to
have all former Ninth men write
in about the little things happen:"
ing daily, such as weddings, births,
etc., adding it makes him happy
to see so many attached units
sending in letters. It make him
feel we're all together again.
Taylor has a pup tent and is
going on a vacation, sleeping with
Mother Nature as his bed, dreaming, he says, of Tent City days.
Taylor ask,; his buddies not to
be too critical of the delay in
getting the history on the press.
Says he's been dabbling in printers' ink a bit since high school
days and he knows some ,of the
problems confronted.
DICK KENNON A DAD
A postal from Taylor relays the
informati.on that. on Mal'ch 11,
1948, a baby girl was born to Louise and Richard L. Kinnon, 608
W.- Spencer St., Creston, Iowa.
Dick is a forme,r M Co., 47th mall.
NOVAK IN HOSPITAL
If given an opp.ortunity Taylor
could scare up more happenings
than could be printed in The Octofoil. Following are more notes
he has sent in from time to time
during the past month:
"Louis Novak, ex H Co., 47th,
wounded by shrapnel, has undergone an operation to remove more
fragments. Hand M Co. men
should write Louis, Rt. 1, Seymour,
Texas.
GETS MEMBERS
It pays to advertise, says Taylor. Recently I dropped Lester E.
SchUl'ear, a former I C.o., 47th
buddy, a letter and told him about
the Asociation. He joined that
night and is happy to make contact with the fellows. Lestel' is
married and lives on a farm. Address is Rt•. 4, Tipton, Ind.
KANSAS ,CITY FOR REUNION
Tay10r suggests Kansas City as
the'·'1.94'S· meeting place for thtf'Reuni.on. He reminds'down Easterners the West fought With the 9th
and to meet halfway is fair play,
because ·those going from California to Philadelphia will be hard
pushed for time.
BUY AN ATLAS
Taylor has purchased a U. S.,
Canada and' Mexico Road Atlas,
and says as soon as he reads in
The Octofoil the address of a: buddy he immediately puts his fing.er
on the location of the bud<ly's
hom~.

SAYSSH E
Philadelphia July 29, 30, 31
MRS. WARREN McHONE
HAAS GIVES
BELIEVES IN THE 9TH DIVISION MILT
DETAILS
ON PVT.
Mrs. Warren F. McHone, P. O. with us. We thought that was unBox 714, Winston-Salem, - N. C., derstood. Please don't let this be
DEHLER FUNERAL
displays an attachment for the the last bit of beautiful poetry you

':'Du ro ,,; P'e"e,val;::.

_

"'Tli..-

veteran who ha~'" been
compensation suffers· an
mcreas-e in the severity of his disability. What· steps must he take
to get an increase in compensation?
A. He must submit written evi9,676.03 dence t.o the Veterans' Administration. This should be in the
$88,830.62 form of an adequate statement
from a private physician showing
the veteran's present physical
condition. All e'xpenses incuned
in securing such statements must
be borne by the veteran.

$82,884.30

_

Consist.ing of:
Bank Accounts:
Ant. Sec. & Trust Co.-Checking account_-._
Am. Sec. & Trust Co.--'iaving<; account_____
_
JTamilton National Bank-Savings account
_
U. S. Saving<; Bond"
--------.--------

Kew York
Columbus
Chicago
Pittsburgh
}.lew England

1-"RA ....C.. ',..,:

.Q. A

$82,384.30
Ealanc~

'3E..,.
..,I4CIl!C'

~ranted

$6610.41
_$17.21
146.88
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W. H. Tax Withhdd
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The official publication of the Ninth Infantrv Division Association with
offices located at Fort Leslie J. McNair. Fourth and "P" Streets. S. W.. "
Washington. D. C. Single copy price of this publication is 10 cents per issue,
or by mail. 60 cents per year. payahle in advance. Subscribers should notify.
this office promptly of any change in address.
-
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-By Wilson

_$768.00

9th Div., that almost makes tears
come into one's eyes. In her most
recent letter to Secretary Tingley
she says:
Thanks a million for the 60th
History, and I'm anxiously awaiting my copy of "8 Stars to Victory." I look forward to each new
issue of The Octofoil and I think
I knOW what you mean by the 9th
Division Spirit. N.ow I have some
idea of what it would be like to
have my husband sit down and tell
me about his buddi€s and the work
of the outfit known as "Hit1er~s
Nemesis," of which he was a pal"t.
After two and a half years of wondering, The Octofoil found a
buddy who told me the details of
my husband's death. For that service I am very grateful.
I'm enClosing a simple little
poem which might mean 'some little something to Octofoil readel's
who are in the same boat with me.
Writing poetry is a favorite hobby
of mine, although I write merely
for self-expression.
I hope the invitation for Gold
Star Mothers and Dads to the
C.onvention includes Gold Star
Wives too, -for I'm planning to attend.
Thanking you again, and hoping
to see you in Philadelphia, I am,
Sincerely,
MRS. WARREN F. McHONE.
(Widow of Pfc. Wari'en F. McHone, Co. C, 60th Inf.)
(Editol"s Note: You can bet
your life Ml·S. McHone, there will
always hoe a reserved plac~ at any
Ninth Division Association function for the widow of anyone of
our buddies who didn't come back

send to The Octofoil.)

SPRINCTIME AND MEMORIES
It's springtime again; and I'm
thinking
Of springs in the past, spent with
you;
And, darling, I wish you were
with me,
To gaze on its beauties anew.
Spring's flowers would seem more
}.ovely;
Its grass a more beautiful green;
The songbirds would sing even
sweeter,
If we could sing with them this
spring.
You always looked forward to
springtime,
When Whiter's c-old winds ceased
to blow,
And sunshine brought new life
and beauty;
That's why I'm missing )·ou so.
Remember I met y{)U in springtime;
Your coming brought spring to my
heart.
When you went away, it went with
you;
'Twas springtim~ when we had to
part.
When we are together again, dear,
We'll know the true meaning ()f
spring.
There'll be no more wars amI sad
partings;
In Heaven, together, we'll sing.
-Mrs. Warren F. McHone, written March 23, 1948.

The following letter was received from MiltonG. Haas, formerly of Co. I, 60th, giving an
account of the burial services for
Pvt. Melvin Dehler. who was killed
in acti.on while serving with the
60th Infantry:
Dear Comrades:
"I have a bit .of information
that is, without a doubt, of interest to the comrades of Pvt.
Melvin Dehler, who gave his life
while serving in our ranks. I was
unaware of the service and burial
at the time it took place so the
best I can offer is what was passed
on to me by a member of Legion
Post 784, who was in charge.
Here is an account which was given to me by the above-mentioned
Post:
"The body of Pvt. Melvin Dehler arrived at East St. Louis, Ill.,
on 6 .Jan. 1948, and was taken to
the Bricker Funeral Home in that
city, where the Centerville Legion
Post 784 posted an Honor Guard.
The next morning, 7 January, the
body was taken to the Immaculate
Conception Church, where Rev.
Father Bumkins read Mass and
the interment was made at the
cemetery of that church in Comrade Dehler's home town, Centerville Station, Ill.; the church is
also located there. The Centerville American Legion Post 784
executed a full military burial

rites at the graveside.
"I am sorry. I was unable to attend as I have stated, but hope
this will enlighten the comrades of
Pvt. Dehler a little."
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THE LORD IS MY SHEPHERD. I SHALL NOT WANT ••

¥----------~-----------------------Pfc. Bel'lial'd F. Skinner, 60th. VIRGINIA

Buddies Who Fell Over There Will Receive

Final Burial Rites In the Hallowed Spots
They Cherished Hopes of Again Seeing.

The following is a list of Ninth
Division buddies recently l'eturned
to the United States for final burial.
It may be several days because
of the limited number of funeral
cars before many of the Buddies
I'each their destination. In the
meantime it behooves all former
Ninth men to make an effort to
contact the next-of-kin who live
Ileal' enough that such contact can
be made.

THE BENEDICTION
Last December ~.vhen other 9th
IJuddies were returned :for final
hurial The Octofoil
contacted
Bishop Mich,ael Ready's office a:r:<l
appealed for spiritual guidance 111
preparing the list. Father John
World War II Auxiliary Chaplain
at the Lockbourne Air Base submitted the following Benediction.
Because of so many letters sent to
The Octofoil complimenting Father Wolf's benediction that it was
decided to use his beautiful mef,fiage again.

Not amidst the thundering legions of victory do
they return, but solemnly,
silently and single filetheir mortal remains 'enveloped in the' folds" of
the Flag for which they
fought. The bullet of their
souls has been spent, and
has gone back to the God
who made them; there
remain to us only the dear
bodies, the empty cartridges, as pledges of their
supreme love and loyalty.
We shall treasure these
keepsakes as America's
most precious jewels.
God is not One to be outdone by generosity. For
each of these brave men He
has reserved a worthy recompense. The soldier who
dies to save his brethren,
and to. defend the hearth
and altars of his country,
reaches a very high degree
of charity. "Greater love
than this no man hath,
than to lay down his life
for his friend." God will
be merciful with them because they 'vere generous
and whole-hearted in their
sacrifice. Much is forgiven
them because they loved
much.
:May the sight of the remains of these, America's
own dear sons, fire us with
a spark of their burning
zeal and unselfishness. The
world has grown cold thru
selfishness. God grant that
the silenced lips of these
fallen heroes may speak to
our own hearts a continuous sermon on the spirit of
self-sacrifice and charity,
upon which all lasting
peace is founded.
Oh God, into Thy hands
we commend their spirits.
And may their bodies, covered by the grandest Flag
on earth, remind us all that
,freedom is bought with a
great price.

The Buddies' rank, name and
service connection is given first,
and then the next-of-kin:
ALABAMA
Pfc. John W. McCullars, Jr.,
60th. Martha L. McCullars, Route
1, Gadsden.
ARKANSAS
T/5 Robert L. Bounds, 39th.
Mrs. Idora Bounds, Marcella.
Pvt. Austin J. London, 15th Engineers. Houston R. London, Chestel'.
Pfc. Chester O. Wynn, 47th.
Mary E. Wynn, Route 2, Warren.
CALIFORNIA
Capt. John M. Crawford, 60th.
Dorothy M. Neal, 5337 La Roda
Ave., Los Angeles.
FLORIDA
Pfc. Will Granger, 47th. Mrs.
Gencey Granger, Route 4, Tallahassee.
IDAHO
Pfc. Glen F. Perkins., 47th. Mrs.
Ellen M. Perkins, Soda Springs.
ILLINOIS
T/Sgt. Robert A. Disbrow, 39th.
Edgar B. Disbrow, Route 1, Warrensburg.
Sgt. Robert G. Kellogg, 60th.
Mrs. Eva E. Kellogg, 1121 Sherwood Ave.• Elgin.
Pvt. Stanley J. ~ass~, 39th.
~ran~< .Lassa, 4500 S. RIchmond
St.. ChIcago.
S/S~·t. Bil,lY C..,-:aws. 39th.~:rs.
Catherl11~ A. Lay,~, 4154 Berkley
Ave., ChIcago.
Cpl. Charles L. Pasqueno, 15th
Engrs. . John Pasqueno, Route 4,
TaylorvIlle.
Sgt. Samuel A. Short, 47th.
~oseph Sh~rt, 1204 Grand Ave.,
Johnston CIty.
INC'IANA
Pvt. Jerome R. Krapf, 60th.
Mrs. Mary B. Krapf, Route 1, Ferdinand, St. Henry.
Pfc. John F, Schutt, 47th. Frank
Schutt, 26 W. 5th Ave.,Gary.
IOWA
Pvt. William H. Malone, 376th
AAA. Pat Malone, S. Main St.,
Odebolt.
KENTUCKY
Pfc Robert C. McIver, Jr., 60th.
Robert C. McIver, 2426 Carolina
I
Ave., L{)uisvil e.
LOUISIANA
Pfc. Miriam A." Laperhouse,
746th Tk. Robert Laperhouse,
P. O. Box 43, St. Martinville.
MASSACHUSETTS
S/Sgt. Norbert D. Benham,
60th. Enos A. Benham, 291 Onota
St., Pittsfield.
T/Sgt. Paul M. Lysaght, 15th
Engrs. George L. Lysaght, 195
Ashmont St., Dorchest€r.
Pfe. Bernard L.McGann, 39th.
Mrs, Mary McGann, Glenwood
Road, Rutland. ,
liLt. Martin F. Shaughnessy,
60th. Mary A. Reagan, 24 Pearson Ave., West Somerville.
MICHIGAN
Pfc. George F. Affhalter. 60th.
George Affhalter, 1208 4th St.,
Three Rivers.
Pfc. Leo E. Gerard, 39th. Milo
Gerard, 3750 28th St., Gran<lville.
Pvt. Harold M. Hayes, 60th.
Mrs. Ellis Dayson, 12640 FaIT
Road, Ravenna.
Pfc. Chester' J. Kozierowski,
~Hth. Mrs. Rose Kozierowski, 2271
Alice St., Hamtramck.
2/Lt. Daniel B. Riordan, 60th.
Mary Ellen Hanlon Riordan, 14625
Forrer Avenue, Detroit.
liLt. Stanley J. Rykala, 26th
FA. Mrs. Kathryn Rykala, 130
Linden St., East Lansing.
MINNESOTA
2/Lt. Robert L. Wilson, 60th.
Mrs. Ella E. 'ViIs on, Cottonwood.
MISSISSIPPI
Pfe. Floyd M. BO""'man,' 60th.
FloydM. Bowman, Sr., Route 1,
Bogue Chitto.
MISSOURI
Pfc. Frank E. Luvin, 47th. Gus
Luvin, Jr., 506 W. Gay St., Warrensburg.
Pvt. Eugene C. Gooch, 47th.
Hulda Gooch, Laclede.
NEBRASKA
T 15 Lyle 'V. Mowrer, 15th Engineel's. 'Walter C. Mowrer, 1543
Linden St., Sidney.
NEW JERSEY
Pvt. George 'V. Bennett, 60th.
'Villiam Bennett, Silom R<l., Freehold.
Pfc. Michael F. Rand, 47th.
Mrs. Frances Rand, 28 LaSalle
Ave., Hasbrouck Heights.
Pfe. Elmer F. Sipler, 39th. Mrs.
Annetta S. Emsen, 151 Johnston
Ave., Trenton.

I

William F. Skinner, 314 E. 2nd
St., Plainfield.
Pvt. Edward Sloan, 47th. Mrs.
Nora C. Sloan, 2 Shumpike Road,
Madison.
NEW YORK
Pvt. Anthony G. Acquisto, 60th.
Giuseppe Acquisto, 286 Fargo
Av£., Buffalo.
Pfc. Max Brachman, 39th. Miss
Minnie Brachman, 595 E. 170th
St.. Bronx.
Pfc. Willard F. Duszik, 47th.
Anna Duszik, 445 E. ~37th St.,
Bronx.
Pfc. John A. Eliseo, 39th.
Amelia Eliseo, 150-27 14th Ave.,
Whitestone, New York.
Sgt. John Esposito, 39th, Linda
R. Esposito, 188-14 104th Ave.,
Hollis.
Sgt. Thomas J. Gibbs, 39th. Lafayette E. Gibbs, 43 Putnam St.,
Buffalo.
Sgt. Harrison E. Martine, 39th.
Mrs. Pe'al·i Martine, 72 Hammond
St., Port Jervis.
,
Pvt. Harry C. No<lell, 39th.
Mrs. Robert Nodell, Sr., 239 Euclid Ave., Brooklyn.
Pfc. Paul V. Toco, 47th. Thos.
Tocco, 1027 St. John Ave., Bronx.
Pfc. Irmundo C. Vazquez, 47th.
Estefana Vazquez, 972 Tiffany
Street, Bronx.
Pvt. Thomas P. O'Hara, 47th.
Peter O'Hara, 289 17th St., Brooklyn.
Pvt. John J. Parks, 60th. Earl
R. Parks, 77 Montclair Ave., Buffalo.
NORTH CAROLINA
Pfc. Albert C. Wilfong, Sl'.,
47th. Phoebe Mae Wilfong, Claremont.
NORTH DAKO·iA
Pvt. Albert O. Klingbeil, 60th.
Howard M. Klingbeil, Bottineau.
OHIO
2nd Lt. Ben B. Bash, 47th.
Mrs. Libby Bash, 3465 Milverton
Road, Shaker Heights.
Pfc. John H. Boyle, 39th. James
C. Boyle, 637 W. 3Brd St., Ashtabula.
Sgt. Edward B. Brafford, 899th
TD. Clifford Brafford, R R 3,
Symmes Road, Hamilton.
Pfc. Philip R Camus, Jr., 60th.
Philip Campus, 3170, W. 30th St.,
Cle~land.
'"
Pfc. 'Charles R. Cl'islip, 47th.
Mrs. Elsie Bessie Crislip, Reedsville.
Pfe. James D. De Witt, 60th.
Vessa ];'. De Witt, Route 1, SpargursviUe.
Pvt. Donald E. Lavo, 60th. John
J. Lavo, R.F.D. 3, Box 56, Tiffin.
S/Sgt. Lowell R. Myers, 39th.
Messie Myers, Route 3, Cincinnati.
Pfc. Earl B. Winebrenner, 47th.
Mrs. Anna E. Winebrenner, Box
54, Fairlawn Ave., Niles.
Pfc. Virgil M. Wright, 39th.
Mrs Esther Wright, RD. 2, Beach
City.
PENNSYLVANIA
Pvt. Robert J. Borchardt, 60th.
Doris M. Borchardt, 702 Beaver
St. Lancaster.
Cpl. James R. Breneman, 15th
Engl's. James B. Breneman, 4715
Cedar' Lane, Drexel Hill.
Qpl. Daniel D. Britza, 84th FA.
Mike Britza, 712 Franklin Ave.,
Aliquippa.
Pvt. Joseph M. Frederick, 47th,
Co. B. Mary Fre'derick, 806 E.
Elm St., Conshohocken.
1st Lt. James F. Harkins, Jr.,
39th. James F. Harkins, Sr., 7346
N. 20th St., Philadelphia.
Pvt. Michael J. McDevitt, 47th.
Michael McDevitt. 903 MacDade
Blvd., Yeadon.
~
Pfc. Ralph R. Noel, 47th. Stella
J. Noel, 133 Morton Ave., Butler.
SOUTH CAROLINA
Sgt. JimieC. Catoe. 3Hth. Mrs.
Hazel J. Catoe, R.F.D. 2, Heath
Springs.
Pfc. J. B. Presnell, 39th. Mrs.
Bell Presnell, Lexington.
Pvt. Roy Warren, 60th. Mrs.
Etta 'Varren, Route 4, Lexington.
TENNESSEE
S/Sgt. James R. Janey, 47th.
Leatha S. Janey, R.R. 2, Dech,erd.
TEXAS
Pfc. Cleveland E. Davis, 746th
Tko Mrs.' Mil<lred Guyer, 1207
Gregg St., Marshall.
S/Sgt. Lee J. Mauldin, 60th.
Jim B. Mauldin, Route 1, Sadler.
'Pfe. Delton L. Moore, 39th.
Mrs. Odessa F. Moore, 706 8tarr
St.. Quanah.
Pfc. Manuel D. Ramos, 39th.
'Cipriano V. Ramos, Freer Route,
Box 15, San Diego.
Pfc. William C. Vincent, 39th.
Samuel A. Vincent, 502 Marie St.,
Houston.
Pvt. Oscar S. Wofford, 15th Engineers. Jesse O. Wofford, P.O.
Box 444, Van Vleck.

Pfe. Randolph M. Lassitel', 60th.
Mrs. Stella B. Lassitel', 818 Young
Ave., Petersburg.
Sg't. Elmo R. Wilkimon, 47th,
Co. K, Audrey T. Wilkinson, 517
Mosby St., Richmond.
WASHINGTON
S/Sgt. John L. Nelson, GOth.
Myrtle M. Nelson, 742 N. 82nd,
Seattle.
Pvt. Oliver P. Wadley, 60th.
Myrtle A. Wadley, Box 82, Manette Station, Bremerton.
WEST VIRGINIA
Pfc. William S. Chapman, 39th.
Mrs. Pete A. Chapman, Marmet.
Pvt. ,William C. Blankenship,
39th. Charlie Blankenship, Christian.
Pvt. John S. Wood, 39th. Henrj'
D. WoDd, Alderson.
WiSCONSIN
Pfc. Joseph Nawrocki, 39th.
Frances Raatz, 389 E. Stewar't St.,
Milwaukee.

Mrs. Fred Getchell
Remembers Octofoil
Mrs. Fred Getchell, Rt. 1, Bangor, Maine, must be just about
one of the sweetest Gold Star
Mothers this country is blessed
with. Some months ago The Octofoil was able to contact some of
Mrs. Getchell's son's' buddies. She
established contact and advised
The Octofoil she would always remember us in her prayers. Since
that day many times each year
The Octofoil receives beautiful
eng'raved greetings from Mrs.
Getchell, especially,.pn Easter and
during the Chl'H:tmas holidays~
Fellows, making good mothers'
lot a little easier-the mothers of
your buddy is worth all .the effort
necessary to keep the Ninth Infantry Division Association a lasting organization. Answer those
appeals from them when you read
them in The Octofoil.
Philadelphia July 29, 30. 31

SOMEONE CA.N
S(JRE~¥ HELP
The following notices from the
April issue of Foreign Service,
VFW -Magazine, demand the special attention of all former Ninth
Division men:
Co. L, 47th-Cpl. Jack L. McCoy, killed April 17. 1945, in ,vicinity of Notscheid, Germany.
Write Mn:;. W. McCoy, 1012 Fulton Ave., San Antonio 1, Texas.
Co. G, 60th-Alvin B. Overby,
killed April 5, 1948, in North Africa. 'Vrite Helen Overby, Picotti, Towel' City, N. D.
Co. I, 47th-Lt. William M.
Spears, Jr.. killed in Tunisian
camp aig'fl , North Africa, 1943.
Write Arch Soutar. 87 Western
Prom., Auburn, Me.
39th Inf. (World War 1)Would like to know whereabouts
of Col. Frank Boles, John J.
Mitchell, 804 'Voolman St., Mt.
Holly, N.J.

REMEMBERING THE
CLEAN - UP DETAIL
IN SICILIAN HILLS

Wilton M. Ta)"lor, Taft, Calif.,
has moved himself off Taylor St.,
for some reason 01' other and his
new address is P. O. Box 446,
Taft, Calif.
Under date of 6 Feb. 1948, Wilton writes, his thoughts meant for
all former Ninth Division men:
"All you 47th or any of you
men, send in any names and addresses ~'ou have. It helps to find
buddies. I have found several addresses in The Octofoil I had lost.
Let's~keep The Octofoil full and
keep pulling for the next Reunion
and new members. Just learned
there is a Fort Bragg, Calif."
Taylor goes into detail regarding' the detail under Lt. F~'ed K.
Veno, of Hdqtrs. Co., 1st Bn.,
47th., when the group was sent
into the hills near Cefalau, in Sicily, to uncover unspent ammunition and firing pieces and bring
the equipment out of the hills to
a roadside. Taylor says the experience was educational and also
pleasant witli the exception of a
couple of times when some Nazi
sympathizers "jimmied" up the
works. The list of those on the
detail is not altog'ether complete
since relief help was attached temporarily from time to time until
the mission was complete. Those
names found in Taylor's notebook
carry addresses given him at the
time and any of the boys s-eeing'
their names on this list and have
changed addresses since becoming
civilians, Taylor would like for
you to drop him a card so he can
correct his notebook.
The 41th men attached to the
709th Ordnance detail in Sicily in
1943 were:
Lt. Fred K. Vena. Hdq. Co 1st
Bn, 47, CO of Detail, 115 MacArthur Ave., Ashland, Wisconsin.
Pfc. N. Ce'cchini, 32159325, Co.
B, 47th, care P.O. Dept., North
Bergen P.O., N. J. (Interpreter.)
Pfc. Edwin Prothero, Co. A,
15th Eng. Bn. (Demolition.)
Pvt. Felix W. Kilokopski, Hdq.,
Co., 1st Bn., 47th, 219 Ave C, Bayonne, N, Y. (Demolition.)
Pfc. R~ymQp.d ,L, edw,,ith" Co. C,
9th Moo. 'Rn.; .l§12 ¥lUl~r :Road,
Port, Richmond,' Staten' Island,
New ·YOl'k.
Pfc. Walter A. Sammons, Co. C,
9th Med. Bn., 4410 Oakenwald
Ave., Chicago, Ill.
The above two medics served
faithfully and expertly, including
doctoring a Sicilian bo:r wit-ha:n
injured hand caused by gTenades.
Pvt. George "Blackie" Cochran,
13066382, Service Co., 47th Inf.,
Ansonville, Pa. (Truck driver.)
Later Co. E, 47th.
Pfc. Alfred McKennie, AT Co.,
47th; Box 112, Imokalee, Fla.
(Jeep driver.)
.
Pfc. Barfoot, Co. M, 47th.
Pfc. Sam Anzanio, Co. M, 47th.
Pfc. Wilton M. Taylor, Co. M,
47th, 18040378, P. O. Box 446,
Taft, Calif.
Pvt. Clarence McDuffie, Co. E,
47th, 34449201, Rt. 2, Milan, Ga.
Cpl. Frank Oti'umba, 32614663,
Co. E, 47th; 64-36 79th St., Middle Village, Long Island, N. Y.
Pfc. James E. Smith, Co. E,
47th; 412H Louise St., Lynwood,
Calif.
Pfc. Virgil Dingman, Hdq. Co.
1st Bn., 47th; Rt. 5, Fort Plain,
New York.
Cpl. Midge Stamewie, Hdq. Co.,
1st Bn., 47th; 107 7th St., Harrison, N. J.
Pfc. George A. Schroeder, Co.
E, 47th; 3108 Mokeating Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.
,

Philadelphia in July

Philadelphia July 29, 30, 31

BREAKS THE ICE
Archie Rohrer Living
A. T. CO., 47TH
Way Out In Dakota
Archie M. Rohrer wl·ites from
Church's Ferry, N. Dak., and says
he'd like to have pictures of any
member of G Co., 4th PIt., 47tL
Especially woul<l he like to get
a print of the picture taken of
the 4th PIt. in England by the
Bishop Sutton house.
Rohrer comments on the letter
written The Octofoil recently by
Captain Leopold, saying he was
in charge of his platoon at one
time and the best they e.ver had
and they l:ad <;Oni(' good ones.
Archie sends The Octofoil several good pictures which he says he
prizes greatly.
Just as quickly as possible they
will be processed into cuts and returned to him. Only one or maybe two can be used in: each issue.
Thanks for your interest in the
Association an<l praise for The Octofoil, Raider Rohrer.

Joseph J. Noscento, 84 Terrace
Place Brooklyn 18, N. Y., sends
The Oetofoil some interesting photoes of A. T. Co., 47th men.
Joe says, I have come to the
conclusion someone of A. T. Co.,
47th, has to hreak the ice-so I
am enclosing these snapshots taken
in France. I hope that someone
will recognize them and write to
me. Surely there is someone who
will not let me down. What
about T. J. McCarthy, Thomas,
James, John Barber, Anthony Leopeni, Raymond Billings, John
Smith, Red Cella, Steinier, Russo~
Marquardt'?
The Octoioil will publish some
of Joe's snapshots just as soon as
others l'eceived previous to his are
used. But )"OU A. T. guys can
go ahead and '\vrite him nowdon't wait until you see your ugly
mugs plastered over ar. Octofoil
page to drop him a few lines.
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THE PAST IN
REVIEW

At the last Board of Governors meeting much discussion
was held relative to the dwindling funds of the Association.
Mays· to Remember
General Donald A. Stroh and Colonel Robert Robb were requested to serve on a committee and make a later report on
the feasibility of a Confederation of Combat Veterans. The
following report submitted by the two is very comprehen- 19411944Winchester and Vicinity: Divisive and self-explanatory. Members should give the quesFort Bragg: High rentals in Ft.
sion clears out of its area on
Bragg locality causing concern
tion serious consideration before the Philadelphia Reunion:
test move as D-Day draws near.

1. The existing situation, as it
affects the organization of combat
veterans of American wars, is not
satisfactory for the following reasons:
a. Neither of the major national
veterans' organizations, the American Legion or the Vete1"ans of
Foreign Wars, is restricted in
membership wholly to combat veterans.
b. Smaller national organizations, such as the Disabled American Veterans, ,Jl.re more restrictive
but like the larger ones, ttTe<y do
not foster the maintenance of unit
memory, pride and esprit.
c Some thirty division associations are in existence, and there
are undoubtedly smaller groups
l'epre~enting other combat units.
This number represents only about
one-third of the divisions which
saw combat during World War II,
and ;s only a very small percentage of other combat units.
d. A few of the division associations have been in operation since
World War I, will continue to be
Telatively strong because of that
fact. and because the parent unit
if; ~ither a Regular Army unit of
long service. still in existence
(such as the First Division), or because the parent unit represents
a compact,· highly populated community (such as the 77th Division.)
e. The remaining division associations must rely on -a potential
member~hip which is widely scattered, and eligible, through assignment to the division, for a relatively brief period.
f. Non-divisional combat units.
numbered in the hundreds. and
which. taken together, probably included many more veterans than
the divisions themselves, are each
too small, in general, to warrant
a wholly indepetNent association.
A few such -un1ts. habitually attached in combat to divisions, are
for member~hin purposes usually
considered with the division, but
the great majority are not.
g. Most existin,g associations
have a higher potentiality of membership in the suburban and rural
communities, taken together, than
in .the large cities. If a veteran
lives in a i;mall town, however. he
has little incentive for membership. since his local groun is too
~mal1 to warrant the establishment
of a chapter. Accordingly the largest source of potential membership remains largely untouched.
h. Most existing associations are
experiencing a continuous loss of
membership. This loss may be, and
probably is, due to the conclusion
on the part of the average veteran,
rarti ~u1arlv those who do not live
in large cities, that existing associations, b,ecause of theil' inherent
r, itations, have insufficient ben:fit to offer h··m for his money. It
is unreasonable to expect continued interest on the part of an individual who is ,deprived of material benefits
i. Most existing associations are
experiencing financial difficulties.
Many of these arecorallary of a
loss of membership. But most decreases in funds are caused by disproportionatelv high costs of overheaa per member. Office rent, office eauipment, secretarial pay,
and printin~ costs are the principal heavy, drains. The smaller the
membership the l::trger, relatively,
are such more or less fixed costs.
2. As has been discovered in all
political and industrial activities
the usual solution to the weaknes~es' of many small units has
been found to be a pooling of resources and the elimination of divided activities in the form of a
union or confederation. The formation of such a confederation is
propose:} as a solution to the limitations described above.
3. Webster defines a confederation as "a confederacy; especially
a body of independent (units)
more or less permanently united
for joint action." It is anticipated
that initial objection to this proposal may come from those associations which fear a loss of their
identity, or U'1. attempt on the p...rt
of the national organization to dictate their policies and activities.
It must be stated with the utmost
em~'!.asis and sincer'ity that such
is not contemplated in the pro-

posal. If the definition of the word
confederation is remembered that its subordinate elements are
"more or leu . • . uniteL."-the
picture becomes clear. A confederation is proposed to save overhead, increase efficiency and open
the membership to a much larger
potential group.
4. The following detailed proposals and comments are presented:
a. Each existing association will
be invited to apply for membership, with the distinct understan.ding that it surrenders none of Its
sGverei~n rights, and that it remains free to elect its own officers, form its OWn ch·apters and
hold its own conventions.
b. The confederation will take
the initiative in organizing division associations for those combat
units not now organized.
c. While division organizations
will, initially at least, form the
~ trengt h of the framework, the
eventual strength, it is hoped, will
lie with some hundreds of smaller
units. Organization of vetel'ans of
such units into their own associations will be started by the ·confederation.
d. Much of the overhead costs
will be polled, with a consequent
g;reat saving per member. If space
is obtainable from the Army (~e
parr.graph f below) there will be
no cost for office space. Expensive
office equipment, such as addressograph,· mimeograph, and typewriter machines will do the work
for thousands where they are now
employed for hundreds. A _national
newspaper or magazine will be
published, with adequate coverage
for the news of each association
but with sections devoted to information, am,wei's to questions,
etc., of interest to all veterans. It
is a well known fact that many
thousand copies of such a periodical can be printed for but little
more than it costs to print the first
hundred.
e. Untold numbers of veterans
e1i~ible for membership in division
associations do not know of the
existence of ~uch associations, or
do not care. Nothing has been
done, nor can be done under present condition~. to make membership in a man's own unit association seem a desirable thing to
men outside of the big- metropolita.l Lcnters. No individual association possibly can carryon a sustained national publicity camnaign; yet without national publicitv the importance and pre~tige
of these associations never will be
widely recognized. A confederation of associations can win the
cooperation of influential newspapers and national magazines, with
the result that division associations. as such, will command national attention and respect. Eligible veterans win become sufficiently interested to seek out their
associations. A united membership
drive, on behalf of nIl affiliated
aS30ciations, could be condunted,
and if that were done, many newspapers and maqazines would editorialize upon the merits of such
organizations and the de~irabi1ity
of belonging to them. A division
association is competing for the
average man's time and money
with every other organization, veteran or non-veteran. That average
man is inclined to belong to
the organization or organizations
which are known and respected by
his neighbors. A unified public relations and publicity program by
a confederation of combat veterans' associations will give each affiliated aSf>oc!ation the broad prestige which it now lacks. furthermore, it will provide a natidnal
"backdrop" for the local publicity
of individual association chapters.
f. Such a confederation will
have an appeal for veterans in the
small community. For eample, suppose in a ' wn of 1500 people
t1.ere are 25 combat ··eterans living there, or in its vicinity. These
perhaps represent 20 different
units-too few of any to warrant
membership in any association under existing ('onditions. But after
the activities of a confederation
are under way, many of such units
will be organized, and a local chap-

. . . 60th's first chaplain, D. W.
This is the last month of chip~,
Fielder, leaves for Camp Formild and bitter, tea and scones
rest, Tenn. Go-Devils go on
:md natives who sneak Eng-lish.
first ~X of any Division units
With the end of Mav, the Diviand ~uccessfully "encircle" the
sion is alerted for the invasion
"enemy." More draftees arrive
of Normandy, and with secrecy
to augment the Division's grownrepares to move out.
ing strength.
1945-=1942Germanv: Patrolling along the
Fort Bragg: Review for General
Mulde-Elbe rivers . . . once':
Marshall and high-ranking Alpowerful Germany's war effort
lied officers.
47th Infantry
is all but kaput! . Trading- with
stages amphibious landing demthe Russians . • . awards and
onstration for Secretary of
decorations . . . then V-E Day!
War Stimson at McFayden's
It's 2.11 over! No more sl)ooting
Pond. Mr. Stimson congratuor dyin~ . . . lights . . . "how
lates the Raiders on excellent
manv points do yo:. have?" Late
performance. Pay-raise bill inin Mav the Ninth beg-ins movetroduced into Congress! Five
ment by truck to Ingolstadt and
maior newsreel companies - as
vicinity, where along the notwell as many newspaper photogtoo-blue Danube, occupation
l'aphers-shoot a Jay with the
duties begin.
:l9th Infantry in training.
19461943Germany (Occupation): DiviNorth AErica: Tunisia ... Green
sion headquarters is well set up
and Bald Hills fall aftel' flankin the city of A ugsburg. but the
ing by 39th on Ainchouna • . .
regiment~. artillery and numerEnemy retreats on Bizerte and
out attachments of the Ninth
Mateur as Ninth pusheg through
are spread out over a large porDjebel Cheniti area followin~
tion of the A merican zone. Remagnificent maneuver w hie h
deployment hits the Division
outflanks Axis. Bizerte-major
hard, as personnel decrease and
Allied objective-falls to Ninth
duties increase. After one year
·and desert yictory comes on
of occupation, there are few
May 9th. Guarding of those.
old-timers left. Dependants bemassive P. W. cage!> •.• showgin arriving in· F,T and increasers at last .•• then on to the
ing numbers of civilians are
flyinfested wastes of Map.la
working for the War Departand a taste of the desert.
ment in Germany.

Another Nunn Photo Veeneman Leaves
The . Windy City
Harry Ve-eneman, secretary of
the Illino.is Chapter, and his vel'y
chal'ming wife, recently m-oved
from the Windy City to Grafton,
Pa., where the Veenemans have
purchased a soft drink bottling establishment.
The Illineis group will certainly
ni:3s this industrious couple.
Harry stopped by The Octofoil
·1 en route in Grafton long enough
: to pay his respects and to pass
: around some "ample liquids that
isn't produced in any soft drink
emporium.
A few days after he passed
through Columbus it was noted in
Pictured above is Lt. Jess
the newspapers that all of that
Nunn, Scio, Ore., and Captain
river bottom country the VeeneE. H. Torkelson, Seattle, Wash.,
mans were moving to was under
both from Hq. Co. 1st Bn., 47th.
several feet of water. Now, Han-y
Picture was taken in AIres ford,
~ill probably have more direspect
England.
for the use of water than his previous prejudice.
Harry left a nifty little invitation card in The Octofoil office
that the Illinois Chapter sent out
to memoors announcing the First
Annual Dance that was held Friday April 9, 1948, at the Marshall
Morris Rekh, 1054 Grove St., Square Ballroom.
Far Rockaway, L. 1., advises The
Octofoil Edward M. Reich was
born 16 February, 1948.
"Brooklyn" Reich says he'd lik-e
to hear from any of the boys from
Co. G, 2nd Bn., 60th. Says he sa...v
John Orlick's paragraph in The
Octofoil and has written him.
"Brooklyn" joined up with the
outfit at Maknassy and '\vas l'ight
'in there pitching until almost the
end of the war.

I

---------------

Morris Reich's
Family Increases

ON SIDEWALKS·
OF NEW YORK·
Stanley Cohen, 192 Danford
Ave., Jersey City, N. J., writes
in to report the following:
It's a large town, a gay town
and darned if you don't run into
an ex-9th Division guy almost every day. Just this last week • • •
Sydney Bernstein, formerly of
Special Service, is the proud father of a bouncing boy. Mrs.
Bernstein brought a 6-lb. boy
(Stanley by name) into New Y~rk
at a Brooklyn Hospital on March
19, 1948. Syd and Sadie are no.w
living at 33-72 12th Ave., III
Brooklyn.
Then at Kenyon & Eckhardt
Advertising Agency I bumped i n.to
James G. Ryan, formerly of DIV.
Hdq., who owns a house ill Long
Island, and also added another
member to his family. That makes
two girls for Jimmie. . .On Wall
Street painting a mural in a bank,
run smack into Al Valanti, forme'rly of 15th Eng. Map secti?n.
Al is doing fine as a mural artlst.
(Nice guy, h~ paid for lunch)that's even nicer. Then the phone
rings and 10, and behold - L,:o
Von Stetina calls. Yup, Leo IS
mal'ripd and his wife, Mary, is expecting in August. Leo now makes
his home in Schenectady, N. Y. He
is still blowin~ the bugle in local
clubs in Upstate New York.
BACK IN SERVICE
Heard Sgts. Annoni and Amy
and Jeeb and Johnson of the Ady
Band have l'euped. • • Sgt. Fat
Tangland is now playing the trombone in Clint-on, N. C. Still with
music. Heard Bob McKibben, w~o
is now in Morristowri, N. J" IS
algo the proud papa of a gil'I. Bob
married Cal'ol while he was recuperating.•. Charlie ~ish~l' is nl~
ning around town dlr~ctmg radIO
show f-or Benton &: Bowles Ad
Agency••• Larry Reil is associate editor of Theater Arts Mag
in New York. Larry, incidentally, married his fOl'mer financee
from Winchester, England • • •
Carl Cleary is now a salesman up
on the 10th -floor at Lol'd &, Taylors and George Whitney and
Rob~rt Browder doing nicely. It's
a big town and a small town.•••
But you sure can'tell from Monday to· Friday who you meet up
with in New York. Also saw Goldstein (cook with Hqs.), and he is
now engaged.
Yup, it all happened in New
York in one week,
Philadelphia in July

Rosemary Wojtas
Is Latest· Addition
A cute little card from Mr. arHI
Mrs. Vietor W{)jtas, 1729 N. Woo,l
St., Chicago, announces the arrival
of Rosemary on Apriil :L Her
weight was 8 pounds and 14
ounces.
Philadelphia in July

FASEL LOOKING
FOR PAUL SHINE
John J. Fasel, Jr" former T-5,
with Co. G, 39th, writes The OctofoH and asks if anyone knows
the address ()f Sgt. Paul T. Shine,
C(). G, 39th, to please write J. J.
Fasel, Jr., P. O. Box 144, Clementon, N. J.
John says he 11as located many
of his old buddies through The Octofoil, so he reads every issue from
cover to cover.

LES RONAY: AND HIS GANG

tel' of the confederation 'vill be
possible in the town under its national sponsorship.
g. The Army has expressed an
i.lterest in assisting organizations
of veterans. Ju~t how this interest
will be expressctl·in concrete help
has not been determined. It apper 'C;; likely that lpace for a national confederation headquartel's
might be obtained without cost as
a minimum clerical assistance may
be forthcoming. Office equipn.ent,
and even printing facilities might
Les Ronay, Greater New York Chapter, sends this photo of
be obtained on a loan basis.
himself and his old buddies, most all of who now belong to the Asso5. It is recommended that the ciation. Standing, left to right: Bob St. Angelo, Walter J. Murphy,
9th Infantry Division Association Nicholas Pace, Oscar Krebs, Lt. Norman Weinberg, Ed Rose, Carl
approve this proposal, and sponsor 'Weintraub, Anthony Darin, Fred Mulcaster, Raymond Daiel, Leslie
tl.e initial efforts to form such a McConnell. Kneeling, left to right: Manuel Diaz, Leslie Ronay,
confederation.
Donald Graves and Bob M,ahar.
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THESE LOST GUYS MilY NEVER GET A HISTORY •••
It Was Probably One of These Joes Who
Threatened to Have His Senator Investigate Why History Had Not Been Mailed.

I

i

The following list of names was
furnished The Octofoil hy Secretary Tingley with the explanation
they have moved without giving
correct addres&, causing their
copies of The Octofoil to be undelivered. This is a terrific expense t'l the Association. Those
whose names are listed should contact Secretary Charles O. Tingley,
P. O. Box 1704, Washington 13,
D. C.
Donald M. Young, 621 S. Mel~hum, Fort Collins, Colo.
Ignacious J. Yaresz, 48 Garden
St.. Boston, Mass.
Jose-ph A. Wieczorek. 2122 W.
Medill Av-e., Chicago, Ill.-47.
Eugene V. Welsh. Jr., 53 Maple
Ave., Welch, W. Va.
John F. Wejciechowski, 201 4th
St.. Jersey City 2, N. J.
Cl- au d e A . W e ddl e, CTen. D-e I.,
Mt. Airy, N. C.
Glen D. Watson. 1907 S. HarriFt W I d
SOil St .,
•
ayne, n .
Robert A. \Vagoner. R. D. 3,
Winston Salem, N. C.
Edward Venturino, 632 E. 189th
Y
NY
St., New ork 5, .' .
.lames R. Tindall, Holcomb,
Mi:'~eeman G. Thomas, 2045 W.
10th St., Cleveland 13, Ohio.
John M. Taylor, Sqdn. I, 64th
B.U., Andr~ws Field, Washington
20, D. C.
Jerome Tarnopol. 4203 Pasadena Ave., Detroit 4, Mich.
Chester C. Sullivan,207 Tomp,kins St., Olean, N.Y.
'
Wilford R. Smith, Box 65,
Hanna, Ind.
Roy J. Smith, c/ oG. H. Smith,
Bucks. Ala.
John A. Smith, 1253 E. 12th
St., Cl-eveland 8, Ohio.
Cpl. Harvey R. Shrout, 9201
TSU, TC, Port Hq. D-et. NYPE,
Br-ooklyn, N.Y.
Al G. Shires, 631 13th St., W.
Huntington, W.Va.
Donald W. Sherley, 652 S. Phillips,~alina, Kans.
.
Max M. Schwartz, 77-14 113th
St., Forest Hills,L. I., N.Y.
George A. Schroeder, 1777 Edwards St., St. Paul 6, Minn.
Arthur A. Sch~ffler, 419 E. 15th
St., New York, N.Y.
John D. Scarbourough, 300 S.
Olive,Los Angeles, Calif.
William H. Sage, 1027 W. Main
St., Madison, Ind.
Robert J. Rittwage, 6805 Pennsylvania Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Willard E. Riley, Box 911, Paducah, Ky.
Rufus Ratliff, Route 2, Box 58,
Summerville, Ga.
Ewart Ramey, White House, Ky.
Albert K. Qualls, Route 1, Box
179A, Manteca, Calif.
Jerry Powers, R. F. D. 7, Wise,
:Va.
- Norton R. Pixt-on, Jr., 227 E.
Adams Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
William A. Pippenger, Route 2,
Russiaville, Ind.
Roy L. Pickett, 320 Vi. 17th
St., New York, N.Y.
Charles E. Peavoy, 28 Lonley
Court, Gardenville, N.Y.
Hermann W. Patterson, 6046
Tacrawana, Philad-elphia, Penna.
Pete J. Pacheco, Route 2, Box
25, Del Norte, C-olo.
Gudger G. Overman. Gen. Del.,
Canton, N. C.
JamesW. Nolan, 5015th Ave.,
31st St., Altoona, Pa.
Russell J. Nelson, 2418 N. Cal'Vert, Baltimore, Md.
J. T. Mullinat, Route. 3, Carters'Ville, Ga.
'..
F ran cis Mothershead,- Dear
Lodge, Mont.
Robert M. Mitchell, 920 Pasel,
Kansas City, Mo.
Russell Miranda, 20th Co. Sep.
etr. 1262-A.S.U., F~rt Dix, N. J.
Frank C. Mendoza, 149 10th St.,
Brawley, Calif.
Jesse C. Mil-es, 1211 12th St.,
Lancaster, S. C.
Matthew J. Messina, 2194 Marlborough Ave., Detroit 15, Mich.
Edward Mealy, Gen. Del., San
Di-ego, Calif.
Raymond J. McAve)'. 908 Park
Ave., Hoboken, N. J.
HaroI.d C. Maxwell, 1636 Park
St., Peekskill, N.Y.
Carey P. Maxwell, Witherfordton, N.C.
, Franklin L. Mathis, Marietta,
Ga.
VincentJ. Matarazzo, 27 Meeker Pl., Mullburn, N. J.
Miss Lee Masocco, 51 Locust
St., Brist<>l, Conn.
Peter A. Madsen, 117 Harrison
St., Unionville, N.Y.
P~t~r P. Machonis, 236 Wayne
St., Jersey City, N. J.

,<

Thomas F. Lunney, 71 Telegraph St., South Boston, Mass.
Severo Lucero, Jr., Chopento,
New Mexico.
Norman S. Luca~, RD. 2, Megins, Penna.
James B. Lowe, 604 Walnut St.,
Inglewood, Calif.
Frank Lioi, 1104 Ave. C, 54th
St., Bayonne, N.. J.
Cpl. Anthony R. Levandoski,
117 Benefit St., Waterbury, Conn.
Richard L. Landzettel, 4243
Jefferson St., Kansas City 2, Mo.
Robert D. Klin-e, R D. 3, Sunbury, Penna.
Merril A. Kiser, Ripley, W.Va.
Harold R. King, 319 Concord
St C
P
'Eal~rr~~nna~dY, 214 S. Second
St W'l . t
N C
.,
I mmg on, . .
De Wayne Kendall, Cleveland,
Id h
a o.
h R
1 ,,'
Robert M. K-eit,
.R , l'1rginia, Ill.
Haynes S. Joseph, 112 Main St.,
C
M
harle'Ston 29,
ass.
Therman S. Jones, 715 S. Maybelle, Tulsa, Okla.
Richard V. Jones, 2204 400th
PI. N.W., Washington, D. C.
Mrs. James W. J-ones, 651 Galena Blvd., Aurora, Ill.
Harry W. Johns, 709 Geary St.,
San Francisco 9, Calif.
Willie B. Johnson, Gen. Del.,
Dallas, Texas.
Douglas W. Johns-on, 3468 99th
Av~., Oakland 5, Calif.
709
Gabriel E. Janosik,
E.
Church Lane, Apt. H-2, Philadelphia, Penna.
William L. Irving, G~n. Del.,
Massillon, Ohio.
Lester W. Huber, Four Oaks,
N. C.
Everett J. Hoover, 369 Pierce
St., Gary, Ind.
Joe Higgins, Zebulon, N.C.
John H. Hemler, 33-54 Ben
Blvd., Bayside, L. I., N. Y.
John J. Hansen" 21036 Dakota
St., Philadelphia, Penna.
Albert M. Groger, Rend, P~nna.
Joseph A. Griffies, Milledge-_
ville, Ga.
Harry Greenberg, 1534 S. 4th
St., Philadelphia, Penna.
Charlie Gl-ore, 129:th N. 6th St.,
Springfield, Ill.
Alexand-er Glick, 353 Hampden
Road, Philadelphia 18, Penna.
J. C. -Givens, Box 42, Ft. Cobb,
Okla.
Louis Ganalosio, 27 Greenwich
St., Dorchester, Mass.
Jack H. Fraziel', Longdale, Ala.
Murray S. Frapp. 201:th West
Reno, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Edmund T. Frala, Jr., 3639 E.
58th St., Kansas City 4, Mo.
Frank G. Foulenfont, Argon,
New Mexico.
Herbert H. Felming, F-ort Hayes
Barracks, Building 65-T, Fort
Hayes, Columbus, Ohio.
Thomas J. Flaherty, 3 S. Brighton St., Kirklyn Upper Darby, Pa.
Thomas J. Fitzg-erald, 1638 71st
St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
John Feder, 159 E. 108th St.,
New York, N.Y.
Edward Engel, Cedar Lake, Ind.
RalphE. Ernstrom, 4016 Memorial St., Baldwineville, Mass.
Robert E. Duncan, 135 Cherry
St., Flushing, Mich.
Louie F. Ducker, Malone, Fla.
James H. DOOd, S-eminole, Okla.
Frank R Dill, Monticello, N.Y.
Dominic J. D-eWolfe, 118 W.
Third St., South Boston, Mass.
Carroll F. Devoid, 51 % N. Willard St., Burlington, N. J.
Robert M. Daws-on, 122 W. Kelso St., Inglewood, Calif.
.
Paul L. Davis, 2566 Adams St.,
Long Beach, Calif.
Walter F. Czarnik, 2612 N. Burling St., Chicago, Ill.
Robe-rt R. Curren, 93-10 208th
St., Bellaire, L. 1., N.Y.
Patrick J. Culleton, 644 W.
185th St., New York, N.Y.
Frank A. Crisci, 400 James St.,
Syracuse, N.Y.
Edwin E. Crabb, 427 Chestnut,
Long Beach, Calif.
Avery M. Cowan, GreenscTeek,
N. C.
David E. Cool-ey, Box 483, Fairchance, Penna.
Mr. and Mrs A. M. Connally,
Sr., Box 88, Gihner" Texas. Denver H. Cockerham, 211 W.
80th St., New York, N.Y.
L R
F Cl' t
J
218 D'k
e oy . III on, 1'.,
1 "eman St., Br-ooklyn, N.Y.
Joseph E. Chapman, Box 348,
Arlington, Calif.
Thomas E. Carew, 331 11th
Ave, San Francisco, Calif.

------~----------------------,.----------

L. B. Capan, 304 C Peabody

Apt., Columbus, Ga.
Harold J. Burns, 5223 S. Gramercy PI., Los Angeles 37, Calif.
U. G. Bryant, Lydia Mills, S. C.
Charles W. Brumm-ett, Martinsville, Ind.
Thomas W. Brown, R.D. 1, Box
334, Cartago, Calif.
..
Martin A. Brown, Phoelllxvllle,
Penna.
Joseph A. Brown, Neptune, N.J.
Marcus R. Breeden, 430 Washington St. S.W., Atlanta, Ga.
Oscar L. Bray, Route 2, Fayetteville, P-enna.
.
Frank X. Brandt, Akron, OhIO.
Edwin Boian, Sand Gap, Ky.
Kenneth F. Bohner. 1205 Gibson St., Muskog-ee, Okla.
Frank Betza, 219 W. 80th St.,
New York, N.Y.
Malfred Berg, 2121 W. 2nd St.,
Duluth 6, Minn.
Robert Beckelhymer, clo O. S.
Powell New Zion, Ky.
Jay 'A. Beck, 1735 N.W. 13th
St., Oklahoma City, Okla.
Alfred L. Beavers, 217 Trotter
St., Sik-eston, Mo.
Pfc. Donald D. Beal'den, RA
16040612, 325 Glider Inf., 82nd
Airborne Division, Fort Bragg,
N.C.
•
George C. Bauman, 184 AI~ml
;num City Terrace, New Kcnsmgton, Penna.
Thomas A. Absher, 1315 S.E.
Gid~on St., Portland, Oregon.
Benjamin T. Ames, 135 N. Butrict St., Waukegan, Ill.
Lenard E. Allmon, 7737 Touhy
31,Chicago, Ill.
James L. Allen, 12 Bradford
Road,· Watertown, Mass.
Glenn C. Allen, Route 1, Ward,
Ala.
Philadelphia-July-29-30-31

Abbreviated Report
On History Status
---The entire volume has been
written and corrected by the Historian.
• • '
Section I (complete) IS III hands
of publishers, others follow upon
retyping and supplementary layout. .
.
.
Maps are well in hand.
Eight ·chap:t.er~'J~t'~' bac;k from
the two - proof-reading pr~fessors.
(T~reare

CAPTAIN MITTELMAN'S LETTER
FURTHER EXPLAINS STEPS TO
BE TAKEN TO FINISH HISTORY
8 April 1849.
Dear General Eddy:
I must apologize for not an~wel'ing your recent correspondence sooner. The events which
have transpired during the past
few weeks have kept me hopping
busy. Last Saturday, the last chapters of the final text were sent
(Special Delivery) to our two
proof-readin~ professors;
these
tvpescrits will be hack some time
this week-end.
Naturally, that is behind the
A pril 6th mark and the layout and
&hipment to the Heel' Company
could not proceed without the finished chapters. This delay, plus a
loss of time in photogran-hic reproduction, made me search for an
out-a method of bringoing us up
to schedule-and all delays were
examined carefully. <Frankly, our clirrent procedure
was "doing it the hard way." We
were measuring out the exact word
count, the space taken by artwork
between columns and so on-work
which a printer could do for us. A
better method was in order. If we
could give the entire text to the
Heel' Company - with only the
barest of layout instruction&'--they
could set it up and send back galley (column) proofs. Then we
would have the exact measurements for type space. If this initial shipping of the text were followed by shipping the photographs
and remaining drawings, scaled to
size, the engravers could send us
proofs on the&e. With all proofs in
hand. it would be a simple matter
to clip, fit and paste (accorJing
to a previously and hastily drawrI
tentative layout) the entire group
-text proofs, photo proofs, artwork proofs and map proofs-into
a blank book and make any necessary changes at the time.
Although this process sav~s us
at least two week:. of time, it costs
additional money. After the pasteup layout is made, some columns
of text will have to be cut and expanded to allow for 8,ddition of engravings and other change-overs.

Labor and material costs will not
he less than one hundred dollars
and might run as high as two hundred and fifty dollars. But this is
the best (and only) means of finishing our book on schedule. And
it is the only method by which we
can place accurately the various
blue boxes.
Mr. Kautzman, the Heel' Company printing supervisor, and myself were just conversing about
this process over the phone. He
was emphatic that the pasting and
cutting method would do the job
of saving time. He can have the
entire text set up some four weeks
after receiving it; photographs and
drawings :.hould take a little less
time at the engravers.
Actually, the Heel' Company will
begin sending back portions of the
text on galleys as soon as a section
is finh.,hed. We can correct these
meanwhile, and by mid-May start
on the final paste up. Overage or
underage of space will be allowed
for by an "elastic" supplement,
which would be given in at the
last mom-ent. This supplement can
be increased or decreased to bring
the volume to 400 pages.
A letter (draft) is enclosed. Ii
you approve / this method, please
send it on to the Heel' Company.
Sergeant Reed's maps are behind schedule-due mostly to the
initially unforeseen necessity of
his having to hand letter every
bit of the work. Howeyer, he is
working nights, and I hope to ea&e
his burden by marking off routes
once the text and photos are in
to the publisher. By the way, 'Y"e
received your map of HampshIre
the other day. It is small, but between us there is a good chance
that Reed and myself can mark off
the desired locations.
The letter for the Octofoil is enclosed, and is based upon the
paste-up method.
Sincerely,
.
JOSEPH B. MITTELMAN,
Captain~~lnfantry
,
Historian.'>'''''' -

13 ~ ~L)
~~-~~~-~----------~-~~~~----So far, some 20 individuals (old
-.ret.
-.r~O(JNcvltJV?&TT ~
timers, etc.) have chec-ked the vol- 'NTE
Tll'....
, JlHU'W
. rJ~l ..
umes for accuracy, balanc~ and
correctness of grammar.

B ES
CARDS SENT IN BY MEMBERS

Philadeh.hia ill July

WOLMAN STILL
UP AND AT 'EM
Francis Wolman, 74 Hillside
Ave., Edwardsville, Pa., writes in
to say he's pr-oud of the stand The
Octofoil .takes on UMT, pointing
out it's for the protection of the
boys th-emselves not to ever be
forced into battle again without
the proper training.
Wolman says those T. D. buddies of his got pretty well worked
up for a while and were writing
in, but they're kinda lagging
again. He doesn't like it.
W 0 I man advances another
thought. He asks the mebe!'s if
it wouldn't be a good idea for the
Association to sponsor an overseas
trip every year or two to the area
the Ninth Division won its fame,
pointing -out ()n a mass basis the
cost could be held down to a point
most of the boys could afford to
take advantage of. He asks the
members to send in their -opinion
on this.
N ever a letter from good old
Wolman without having a jok~ to
tell on someone -of the ()ld gang.
This time he picks on Buzz Bomb
Moe Fisher and asks his whereabouts. He asks Moe's buddies if
they remember during the days of
the Bulge when the outfit was
parked at Koltenherberg on Buzz
Bomb Alley. One night wh-en the
J erries were sending' them over
pretty hot, and ,while he was ()n
guard a couple of night fighters
sailed in and started strafing hell
out of the place.
Moe got all excit-ed and run
into the cellar of a nearby house
screaming: "Hey, guys, the buzz
bombs are out there strafing like
hell." The guys couldn't help but
laugh and that relieved the tension.
Philadelphia in July

SALTY ANSWER
"Please can you tell me why the
tide is not up this morning!"
asked the little girl at the seaside. "Yes," replied the old fisherman.. 'It's because it was out
last night."

Some of the birth announcements the boys are sending in just
about slay you. The -originality of
design and verbiage could be could
be typical of ~nly a Ninth Division
man•. Here are a few rec~ived the
past few days:
From Melvin Gillis, 1416 North
Second St., Watertown, Wis., former 60th man, this one:
A sweet little stranger has c~me
to ()ur house,
And brought us the greatest of
che-er!
And we- are so happy we simply
can't wait
To tell you our baby is here:
Name: Karen Mae.
Arrive-d: March 10, 1948.
Weight: 7 lbs., 3 ounces.
Parents: Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Gillis, 1416 N. Second St.,
Watertown, Wis.
Gillis says they timed the ar-

rival of Karen Ma~ so Mrs. Gillis
could read "8 Stars to Victory"
while in the H-ospital and then the
History Committee let them down.
And from "Doc" Stein of the
84th Medics:
A personal calling' card from
ROBERT LEE
March 23, 1948
6 lbs., 12 OZS,
Peggy .and Bernie Stein
Hotel Bretton -Hall
From John L. Olynik, a member
-of the Greater Detroit Chapter and
formerly with Co. D and Regt.
Hdqrs~ Co., 60th:
It come April 1, 1948, at 6 :27
A. M.
Its Name-Lawrence Ralph.
It weighed 8- pounds.
Its tribe headed
by Brave John L. Olgnik,
and Squaw Dolores.

Willard Norris, Huntsville, Tex., sends an interesting story
with the picture ahove. It was made of a group of Co. M, 47th men
at the chemical factory near Sc:robenhausen, shortly after the war
was OTer.· Willard sa.ys he'd like to reeeiTe a line from any of tl.ese
fellows. Pictured, left to right: Robert Storey, Charles Johnston,
Charles Kimmey, Stanley Roberts. Standing: SaID Diaper, Law..
rence Reifsnyder, David Yates, Ceorge Class, Roger Harris, Ro~ri
Foster, Da...id Jasper, Miles Jan~onic, Tarllett, Watson.
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General Devers Flays All Sixth Columnists

------------------------------------------*

GENERAL SMYTHE TREATS
Herb Blaker Okays THE GENERAL PAYS SPECIAL TRIBUTE
TO FORME.R NINTH BOYS PRESENT
FORMER DIVISION MEMBERS . The Set-Up In Philly
AT ARMY DAY CELEBRATION.
As was stated in the last issue ness meeting called, this being
of The Octofoil that Georgia
group of former Ninth men Gen.
George Smythe scared up are go~
ing places. Printed elsewhere is a
picture of the group.
The following report of a recent meeting, submitted to The
Octofoil by J. M. Alley, C.W.O.,
U. S. Army, is self-explanatory:
Brig. Gen. Ge'Ol'ge W. Smythe,
Chief of Staff, Hd. Third Army,
Fort McPherson, Ga., entertained
a group of former members of the
Ninth Division at his quarters a',
Fort McPherson, Saturday, 6
March 1948. There were 18 former members of the Division present and ten others had indicated
they would be present but due to
an -unexpected sleet storm (Sunny South) they were unable to attend.
TWO-FOLD PURPOSE
The pl,lrpose of the meeting was
two-fold, an informal get-together,
and also to plan to organize a
Greater Atlanta Chapter of the
Ninth Infantry Division Association. General Smythe gave an inf(Jrmal address in which he explained why the meeting was
called; how the Association as a
whole was getting along; and,
most important to many, the progTess being made with the Division
History. There was no formal busi-

merely to get an indication as to
how the thought of having an Atlanta Chapter of the Association
would be received. Everyone present showed a gratifying willingness for the organization of the
Chapter and initial plans were
made for another meeting in April
during which actual organization
would take place
MRS. SMYTHE "TOPS"
General Smythe had planned to
show movies of the Ninth in action in Europe but as a result of
the sleet storm there was no electricity so those present comforted
themselves with beer, soft drinks,
sandwiches, etc. (That was a delicious ham prepared by Mrs.
Smythe.)
FURTHER DETAILS LATER
Further details of progress will
he repQrted. It is hoped other
Chapters of the Association will
be formed as that is a sure way
of insuring the continued success
of the Association nnd of commemorating the memory of a
great Organization.
JOIN TODAY
Former Ninth men living anywhere near Atlanta should send
their membership applications to
Lt. Col. Justin Stoll; Headquarters Third Arm J·, Fort McPherson,
Georgia..

Herbert Blaker, 1404 Baird
Ave., Camden, N. J. (right over
or under the river from Ph illy )
sends a postal card saying he attended a nice meeting in Philadelphia, and it seems the old Chapter
is back on the ball. gays he talked
with Prexy Rigby and he's doing a
jam-up job arranging in conjunc;..
tion with an enthusiastic membership for the Reunion.

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS SHOW TWO-THIRDS OF ALL THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE FAVOR THE UMT BILL; HAVE
FALLEN SHORT DEPENDING ON VOLUNTEERS.
James R. Senles, 193 N. Oakland Ave., Sharon, Pa., sub.wits to The Octofoil several columns of reprint from The
Sharon Herald, in which General Jacob L. Devers let the-foes
of Military Training have it·with both barrels.

A GROUP TAKEN PRISONER IN 1943

I

JAMES THOMAS, ROUTE 1, BAD AXE,
MICH., WANTS URGENT INFORMATION
The Octofoil is in l'eceipt Qf a
most deserving letter that some of
QUI' members most certainly are in
position to be of assistance to the
Buddy in distress. Parts of the
letter reads:
I am· a member of the Detroit
Chapter. I'd like to see more in
The Octofoil from H Co., 39th. I
am not an exactly Qld~timer with
the Ninth. I joined.as a replacement in September"1944. Istayed
with the Ninth until I was sent
home in September, 1945, because
of my age. I was 41.
Being discharged Oct. 15, 1945.
I complained about pains in my
legs and back, which I had all during the fall of 1944 and winter of
1945. I told the medics I thought
the pains were rheumatism, but
they said no, if they were l'heumatic pains they would not stay
in the same place They finally put
down varicose veins. I told them
I still thought the pains were from
my back and I'd like to have it
put in the record. The medic said
it ·will be on your record, and
when you get settled you go to
your nearest Veterans' counselor.
I visited my Veterans' Counselor,
complaining of pains in legs and
back. The Counselor gets a letter stating their was nothing on
.my record as to pains in legs or
pains at base of spine. I tried all
of 1946 and half of 1947 to get
into a hospital. Finally I got into
the Dearborn Hospital on my own
initiative. I give them my story.
They decided to X-ray my spine.
They make the X-rays and do not
find anything wrong. This was in
May, 1947.1 go home disgusted.
GOES TO OSTEOPATH
Later I go to see an oestopath.
I see him the same day I leave the
Vets' Hospital. He tells me immediately I have a ruptured disc that

causes the pains. He sends me to
the Detroit Oestopathic Hospital.
X-Rays there show I have a ruptured disc. In June, 1947, they
Qperate. When l'ecovered I get in
touch with the VA and try to collect my $700 hospital bill. They
say they do not recognize osteopaths and nothing on my recor1
shows back and base of spine
pains.
WANTS CASE REOPENED
I'm trying to get the case reopened, but I have to furnish them
sworn affidavits from comrades
who served with me. The adjutant
general's office has advised me:
"Contact comrades in service who
are acquainted with your back
condition and ask them to submit
sworn statements covering their
knowledge Qf your disability."
I hope some Co. H, 39th men
will get in touch with me. Those
in the 3rd PIt., and more so the
ones in the 1st squad, the section I
was in during September, October,
November, December, 1944.
I particularly would like to contact the following men:
Sgt. Sal La CammarI, New
York.
Sgt. Hunter.
Sgt. Wilkie.
Dumbo DeForges, Rhode Island.
Mike DeLeilse, Brooklyn.
Adrian Howell, Michigan.
Joe Fry, Dallas, Tex.
Third Ptl medics: McFadden,
Ohio; Maloney, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Charles Yeckel, Floridia, Pa.
CALLED HIM "POP"
Very few knew my name, I was
known as "Pop" all over the company.
Hoping to hear from some of
the boys soon, I am,
Sincerely,
JAMES THOMAS, 36548510, Co.
H, 39th Inf., Route 1,' Bad Axe,
Mich.

TRREE MUSKETEERS FROM CO. E, 60TH

Jim Leopold, formerly with 2nd Bn., 47th, sends an interesting story with the above photo. He had not seen Jack Carpenter since Carpenter was taken prisoner at EI Guitar, until they
met in Carpenter's store in Grand Junction, Co!o. Pictured, first
row, left to right: Capt. Spaulding, H Co.; Lieut. Col. Gershnow,
Bat. C.O.; Captain Smith, F Co.; Lieut. Campbell, aide to Gen.
Eisenhower. Second row: Lieut. Burrows, E Co.; Lieut. Carpenter,
G Co.; Lieut. Crawford, E Co.; Lieut. ThaI, Hdqtrs. Third row:
Lieut. Victor, H Co.; Lieut. Guest, E Co.; an unidentified officer.
Back row: Lieut Thalman, E Co.; Lieut. Duckworth, Hdqtrs.

BAKER BRAGG AND BULL SOCIETY
HOLD SESSION IN NEW YORKER
The Baker Bragg and Bull Society held its first· meeting March
19, 1948, appropriately enough, in
the bar of the Hotel New Yorker.
The 20 charter members attending
judged it a wcc~ss, despite· the
pall of noxious tobt".cco fumes; the
tumultuous upr0ar cmd the presence of beaucoup in-ebriating spirits. Heedless of these tribulations,
those present solemnly pledged
themselves to perpetuate the evening's dastardly deeds by holding
meetings until they run out of table·s to crawl under.
"BULL" HAS A MEANING
The Society's charter members
spent a good deal of time together
waiting for the war to end in Co.
B, 9th Medical Bn., the medical
collecting company of the 47th
Infantry Combat Team. "Baker"
thus represents the unit they
served in; "Bragg" for the IP o()f
their military careers and to describe their attitude about the part
the Division played in 8 campaigns; and "Bull" for the lofty
intellectual content of the meetings.
Charter members, in approximate serial number order, are:
Walter Pechis, Walter T. Hood,
James E McGee, Paul F. Delee,
George O. Stein, Thomas V. Rumore, George J. Grillo, Ben Trieb,
John B. Virgilio, Vito D. Splendorio, Marten Tennesen, Robert
Melamode, RichaTd Santangele,
Edwin Wallkam, Andrew 1. Graham, Charles DiPalma, Benjamin
Weintraub, Eugene Santoro, Le'onard Morris and Irving Gordon.
SELF-ADORATION
Probably the chief object of the

Society is self-adoration. The
members were among those who
made Co B the best medical out~
fit in the Army~ including such
auxiliary services as the Navy and
Marines. (We do not consider the
Air Force here, as its status is
questionable: Whose side was it
Qn?) Naturally it will take a long
time to give full expression to all
the nice things to be said about
the Company, and that's why it is
one of the first orders of business.
LOOT GALORE
In addition to this most-worthwhile raisen d'etre, the Society offers magnificent opportunity to all
to exchange information, photographs, maps, souvenirs and the
oth~r very important phases of
every war worth its salt. The members have a tremendous store of
loot and many do not have photo.g.r3.phs for instance, in which
th~ appear, but through the good
offices of the Society they may
have as many copies of them as
they wish. All such transactions
will be made centrally, so that
full insurance will be given to the
now priceless originals.
ASKING FOR VO~UNTEERS
The next meeting will be held
Friday, May 14; time and place to
be announced. For information
write to 1. Gordon, Post Office Box
101, Kensington Station, Brooklyn 18, N. Y.
Duty roster for the month: First
and second Latrine orderly, KP,
Dog Robber, Yard Bird and Letter Writer: 1. Gordon. There are
plenty of other jobs open. VVho
wants to volunteer?

IIPETE" TAKES
Lee Greene Asks
ON A PARTNER
About Chapter

The ahove photo of ·Co. E, 60th men was sent ill by George
Weller, 3004. Canfield-Niles Rd., Au.ti.town, 0., Brow_, Ho~e,.••U aDd Weller are picture" .
..

The Chamber of Commerce gave
the ex-G. 1.s who served under
General Devers a dinner and all
were invited. A plaque was presented to the General with the·
names of those in 'the area who had
served under him inscribed. The
three former Ninth men attending
were Ben Guanciale, Neal Conger
and J alnes Seules.
Parts of the Sharon Hel'ald
story follow:
General Jacob L. Devers, commanding general of the Army
Ground Forces, struck against "a
sixth column. of unquestionably
patriotic and loyal Americans,
who, while opposing security training and the other essentials of our
national program for sincere and
conscientious reasons, nevertheless play the game of the fifth column."
He stated that unless the proposed Universal Military Training
plan before Congress is adopted.in
the near future, this nation will
be forced to revamp its traditional military policy of a small professional establishment and begin
to establish a large and expensive
Army, Navy and Air Force.
SECURITY TRAINING
In his address, General Devel'S
pointed out that "National Security Training" is a better name
than Universal Military Training
becr.use the contemplated program
is more than just military train..
ing. It· would also provid-e basie
air and naval. training and would
train conscientious objectors and
the physically 'U'tlfit for vital jobs
in health services, agriculture,
scientific and experimental work
and industry.
Public opinion polls have shown
that two-thirds of the American
people favor such training. Veterans are near three-fourths for the
training program.
"The Army, Air Force and
Navy, whose job is national security, al'e not merely in favor Qf
national security training," General Devers said. "We believe it is
a necessity." He continued:
"The armed forces of today, depending as they do ·on voluntary
recruiting, have fallen far s·hort of
their authorized strength. In spite
of all efforts which have been
made to correct this situation, we
have found that we are unable to
recruit up to strength.
"Our
National
Guard }las
achieved but Qne-third Qf its
authoriz€d Reserved Corps is even
Weakei".
"National Security Training is
the only positive and acceptable
means which has been advanced to
build these civilian, reserve components of the Army to a sizeade.quate for national defense. In ~ddition, it is anticipated that With
national security training in effeet,
a certain percentage of our young
men will elect to do as they did··
under selective service, and enlist
in one of the l'egular armed
forces."
The speaker said that the experimentalUMT unit established
at Fort Knox, Ky., under his direction, has shown that six months
of training similar to those in a
national program produces capable, informed soldiers. They.
can 'shoot, .build bridges, operate
tanks, trucks, radios, communic~
tion systems and perform well m
the many specialties which go to
make up an Army, he added.
General Devers advised if opponents of the program say it
would be un-American, they can
be refuted by quoting from the
sentiments of Gen. George Washington <>n national security which
he enumerated in 1783.
"Anything first proposed by
General Washington can hardly be
un-American," General Devers

The Octofoil is curious as to
who a brother member, a certain
"Pete," is. He writes a letter saying let his old buddies from Co.
B, 47th know he's getting married
on May 27, 1948. He was squad
leader of Motor Section of that
outfit. Says· he wants his buddies
to know of his impending disas..;.
ter, saying it's a rug~d lif.e•.

Aside from. sending some swell
photos and negatives to The Octofoil, Lee Greene, 333 Parkdale

Ave., Glendale, Pa" says: I still do concluded.
not know whether there is a Phildelphia Chapter.
No Philly lad can ask that question any more after this if,!'iue,· if
they . will read J onn Farson's
·story~
.

(A dandy picture of Genel'al
'Devers and some of his boys
was sent to Th-e Octofoil. It
was sent to photo-engravers and
had not returned press time,
put will be used next nwnth.
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ALL ROADS LEADING TO PHILLY

-------------------------------------------------.:.
OHIO GROUP WILL MAKE
BILL MORRISON
NOISE AT PEARL NICKLE~S
SENDS
DIX DOPE
Morrison, formerly with A
PARTY SATURDAY, APRIL 24 Co.,Bill39th,
who lives in New MarCALLING ALL 9TH MEN. ••
All Ninth men in Ohio are urgently requested to attend a party·
at the Franklin Post, American Legion, 96 N. High St., Colmnbus at
7 :30 p. m., Saturday, April 24.
Since Pearl Nickle, a Columbus
member discovered several of his
()ld foxhole playmates now stationEd at Fort Hayes B<trl'acks, Columbus, he has decided to use the occasion of his birthday Saturday,
April 24, as an excuse to wine,
dine and entertain all former
Ninth men from far and near.
The management of the Post
has graciously extended to Pearl
and his pal'ty exclusive use of the
third floor. There'll be Ninth Division insignia everywhere lo show
you where to go. The noise, too,
will probably attract members
from the sidewalk. It wouldn't be
fair to Pearl to divulge the details he has worked out for this
()ccasion. He wants that as a surprise to everyone-. However, it is
no secret to say breweries ()f Columbus have donated more -of the
amber fluid for the occasion than
will ever be consumed. The eats
the chef at Franklin Post will fix
will linger long in your memory.
Some top-notch entertainment
will be presented. But everything
l'emains definitely informal. If
any of the boys feel lucky and
think they can talk the dominos
into paying for baby a new pair of
shoes, there's plenty of "conference" roms suited for such purposes.
WORKED HARD
For two weeks Nickle has been
working into the wee small hours
"nailing down" every little detail.
The potato chips, soft drinks and
other knick-knacks suitable for
such an occasion have been donated by firms Pearl does business
with through the Albers Stol'es.
MISS. BOARD ME:ETING
On Sahii-day, April. 21, a very
important meeting of the National
Board of Governors of the Ninth
Infantry Division Association will
be held in the Ben Franklin Hotel,
Philadelphia, and the two Eoard
nlembers living in Columbus,

Glenn O. Moore, president of the
Ohio Chapter, and Paul S. Plunkett
went into a huddle and arrived at
a unanimous decision (for a
change), and that was under no
circumstances could they afford to
miss this shindig.
BRING THE GALS
Bring the wife or girl friend.
They'll have a good time and get
to know each other better.
CARDS SENT OUT
A month of so ago Pearl sent
out postcards asking Ninth men to
reserve this date. But those cards
don't mean a thing, according to
Nickle. He could only skim the
surface with cards-any and everyone who ever served with the
Division that won the war are invited to be early and stay late. If
you don't J·ou'll be SORRY.
""ADOPT!' A MOTHER
At the last business meeting of
the Ohio group it was called to
the members' attention the only
Ninth Division Gold. Star mother
living in Columbus was Mrs. Nettie Neuner, 644 Hanford St., Columbus, whose son was killed while
serving with the 15th Engrs., in
Africa. Mrs. Neuner is a widow
woman with a young daughter
to support. After some discussion
the Ohio group decided to underwrite the Gold Star Mother's expenses to the Reunion in Philadelphia and let her talk personally
to some .of her son's buddies.
D'AVIS STARTS BALL ROLLING
Jesse R. Davis, Box 84, Hebron,
Ohio, started the fund off by making a sizeable donation and advised the group he was willing to
dt) mOl·e.
NO STATE MEETING
It was decided at the regular
April business meeting to cancel
plan~ for the State meeting until
early fall. It was. po,intedout by
someone it was impossible financially for many of the members to
attend both a State Meeting and
the Big League Show in Philadelphia July 29, 30, 31, especially
since the two were an'anged so
closely together.

STATE CONVENTION OF NEW
ENGLAND GROUP IS HISTORY
Although the State Convention
lleld by the New England Chapter
is now history, Vic Campisi, publicity director, keeps right on plugging for the group. The Octofoil
is in receipt of the current issue
of the boys' own newspaper"Sound Off," which is fiilled full
of interesting news and edit-orials.
Vic's article on "The Ruptured
Duck" and "The Gold Star Mothers Fund" were published in the
last issue of The Octofoil.
Pictured in the current issue of
Sound· Off were the appropriately
arranged dining room and cocktail room where the guests to the
State Convention were taken care
of so nicely.
The busy-bee New England
Chapter of the Ninth Infantry Di'Vision held three meetings in as

many weeks arranging for the big
show. President Martin D. Connelly read the financial report ()11
last year's affair which showed an
income of more than $1,000.
However the New Englanders
took the position their buddies
should not be penalized financiallY.
The affair was run strictly on a
non-profit basis.
The Chapter has purchased its
own Addressograph plates, indicating the members are taking to that
Sound Off job likes a duck takes
to water.
No doubt next month Campisi
will have time to restore his digestion to a normal degree and will
give a detailed report which will
00 a big help to other groups
planning similar meetings.

HAD TO WAIT ON POLI'TICIANS.

MEMORIAL SERVICES WILL BE IN THE SHADOW OF THE
TOWER THAT HOUSED THE LIBERTY BELL - NEW
9TH DIVISION'S BAND TO LEAD PARADE.
Reports reaching The Octofoil indicate about all the
plans for the Third Annual Reunion in Philadelphia have
been completed. l\'1eetings are being held regularly ·in the
City of Brotherly Love and it looks like a big crowd for
Philly come July 29, 30, 31.

Bill and Helga Skelly
Get a Little Package
Bill Skelly, 2059 E. 37th St.,
Brooklyn 10, N. Y., formerly with
B Co., 15th Engrs., with the cooperation of Helga Skelly, was
able to send The Octofoil a cute
little announcement telling about
the birth of Brian Skelly on March
23, 1948, and she weighed 6 lbs.
10 ounces.

BANQUET AND DANCE TO BE
BY PITTSBURGH GROUP SOON
The Octofoil can always depend
on William J. Hilton, 57 Maplewood Ave.,· Pittsburgh 5, Pa., to
send ina well-written and edited
report that will be of interest to
all former Ninth men 'in his area:
The Greater Pittsburgh Chapter
held its regular Friday meeting on
March 19, 1948, and the Women's
Auxiliary was present at the meeting.
POSTPONE BANQUET
In my last report I mentioned
the fact that the Greater ·Pittsburgh Chapter was making plans
for a banquet and dance. At-first
it was planned to hold the affair
the latter part of May, but after
checking at the local hotels for
an open date· we found that all
date:s for May were taken. It was
then decided that l,'ather than hold
it during the hot summer months
we would postpone it until October. As the situation now stands
the banquet and dance will be held
either Oct. 2 or Oct. 9, so you
members in the Pittsburgh area
please remember those two dates.
Full information on the big event
will be given out to all as soon
aj possible.
SNAPPY MEETING
The Chapter members conducted their business as fast as possible
at this meeting and then the l'emaining time was turned ()ver to
the Woman's Auxiliary. Due to
some extremely bad rainy weather
just about meeting time, the turnout was rather small, but even so
the meeting was a great success.
The first thing the women did at
this meeting was to elect temporary officers. The following is a

report on the outcome of their
first election:
President-Mrs. William J. Hilton ..
Vice President-Mrs. Arthur E.
Schmidt.
'
Secretary-Treasurer-Mrs. Raymond E. Pifer.
The women decided these officers would be sufficient for the
time being. For the next couple
of .months they will meet with us
at our regular Friday meetings
then they plan on holding their
meetings elsewhere at a different
time.
LOSE A GOOD MAN
At this meeting one of the best
liked fellows in the Chapter as
well as being our Treasurer, made
known the fact that he will be
leaving town next week. He isn't
moving out of the Area but he will
be a little too far away to make
all of the meetings. To show our
appreciation for all of the help he
has been in keeping this Chapter
running during its l'eorganization
period the members presented
Nick with a beautiful traveling
bag, with instructions to pack it
for a trip to Pittsburgh every now
and then. So to Nicholas Chipura,
we all say good luck to you
wherever you go and don't forget that the welcome mat is always out when you come back this
way.
For now this report will have
to end, so until about three weeks
fro111 now, your "Smokey City" reporter will sign off.
WILLIAM J. HILTON,
Recording Secretary.

JOHN CLOUSER REPORTS NEW
BLOOD WITH CHICAGO GROUP

The following clipping from the
Chicago Tribune is self-explanatory:
KERNER'S GRIN EXPLAINED;
HE'S A GRANDFATHER NOW
United States Attorney Otto
Kerner, Jr., who had been walking around wit~ a sly grin on his
face for several days, yesterday
disclosed the reason. He said he
became a grandfather Sunday
night when his daughter, Mrs. Andel'S Christensen II of Milwaukee,
Roland C. Karl, 39th Inf.
gave birth to a son in Columbus
Robert C. Klumpp, 47th Inf.
Hospital, Milwaukee. Kerner is
Stephen D. Kragovich, 39th Inf. 39. His wife, Helena, is the
Leonard Kupkowski, 47th Inf. daughter of the late Mayor Anton
Patrick T. LaBarbcr, 47th Inf. Cermak.
(Otto Kerner needs no introducBernard Lipowski, 39th Inf.
tion to 9th Div. men in Illinois
James Maloney, 47th Inf.
Donald HcNaughton, 9th Med. but for the benefit of a few elsewhere, it might be said his ingeGeorge Oppitz, 47th Inf.
nuity, more than anything else, is
Theo. J. Schwartz, 47th Inf.
responsible for the healthy. state
George A. Simon, 39th Inf.
organization the Ninth Division
Everett H. Spink, 9th Signal.
Ass<>ciation maintains in Illinois
Fred Stroke, 47th Inf.
today.)Stanly Wojcieszak, 47th Inf.
M. Alba Webster, 9th QM.
Among other things reported by
Andrew P. Zaino, 47th Inf.
President Clouser, he has this to
Philadelphia-July-29-30-31
say:
There. are a number of new
A GOOD INSCRIPTION
members outside of the original
The ups and downs of one gam- organizing group who are showbler's life were cryptically in- ing a willingness to shoulder some
scribed on his tombstone in a of the load. and help build the
Chapter. This is what we have
western mining camp. The in- all
prayed for these many months.
scription read: Low intelligence. Mahon· formed loom into. a comHigh stakes. Low cards. High .tr~. mittee and they are putting on a

ROSTER OF MEMBERS ACTIVE IN
GREATER BUFFALO CHAPTER GIVEN
The Greater Buffalo Chapter of
the Ninth Infantry Divisi·on Association meets regularly on the first
Thursday of each month at the
Connecticut Street Armory.
Edwin J. Scherel', Secretary, 112
Wins~ow Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.,
states anyone desiring to contact
any members of the Greater Buffalo Chapter may do so by writing him at the above address,
Folowing is a list of true blue
members who 111eet regularly with
the Buffalo Chapter:
Paul D. Adams, Div. Hdqtrs.
'Angelo J. Arena, 47th Inf.
Theo C. Einda, 60th Inf.
George A. Buscoglia, 39th Inf.
Stanley Caban, 39th Inf.
Raymond A. Coniglio, 47th Inf.
Robert J. Dutsch, 9th Med.
Edward C. Dogherty, 60th Inf.
Robert W. Elmes, 9th QM.
Thaddeus Gniweeki, 39th Inf.
Henry 1. R. Golabiecki, 47th.
Robert A. Gl'eiser, 39th Inf.
Frank· E. Heikkila, 9th Signal.

ket, N. J., now, keeps pretty good
tab on what the new Ninth is doing. Said he was there to see them
strut on Army Day. Also enclosed
in Bill's letter was a four-column
newspaper picture of M-Sgt. Kermit Selvig of Chicago, with his 4year-old son, Kermit, Jr., de·.:ked
out with his dad's helmet and M-1
preparing for the Army Day
doings at Dix. It is difficult to
get a cut made from a newspaper
clipping, otherwise that picture
would have adorned the front page
of this issue.
Also received this month was a
likeness of Maj. Gen. Arthur A.
White, commander of the new 9th.
This photo will be used very soon.
And judging from the distinguished appearance of the general, the
War Dept. has selected another in
a long l'OW of 9th commanders who
will cal'l'y on the good old Ninth's
cherished traditions.

JO~I~S.:A~~~~ ~~y~N~~~~R~H~Ji~~

dance on April 9 and they are
really working. hard and getting
wonderful results.
This group of new members
have really been the shot in the
arm we have needed.
By postponing our State meeting until these new members get
a bit more acquainted we know
by having it in the Fall the meeting will be· a much larger success.
This way we will have practicaly
double the number working that
we have had heretofore.
CENTRAL ILLINOIS
Efforts are going forward for a
Central Illinois meeting, but nothing definite has been done as yet.
MAHON BUSY ·GUY
The 'House of Mahon plans to
open.a suburban store in the near
future and· prenatal arrangements
are keeping our Walt a pretty
busy. man, but he always finds time
for ~)Ur. A~sociation's business.
WHAT ABOUT HISTORY
Please don't give me any baloney, what is the score on "Eight
Stars to _Victory"? The members
are dl'iving us nuts and the officers
know more . about the situation
than they do; pleads Clouser in his
letter to The Oct-ofoil.
.
(John, old boy, maybe Lt. Gen.
E.ddy's open letter to the members
will give you all the information
your little heart desires. There is
nothing left untold in the (Xen-

eral's letter.),

Writes John Farson, 716 Powdermill Lane, Philadelphia 31,
Pa.:
FLASH! . • . The first time in
history that an Infantry outfit
must wait for the Democrats and
Republicans to move out of town
before taking over! It's a sh~me
we didn't think of this year a few
years ago.
COMPLETE PLANS
But seriously, all plans aloe just
about completed for the Second
Annual Reunion July 29, 30 and
31. And the Philly boys did not
forget to make plans for the wife
or girl friend (radio station
tours, sight-seeing tours of historic Philadelphia, a tour ofa
leading Philadelphia newspaper
plant, etc.)
HISTORY MADE IN PHILLY
History was made for this great
nation at Independence Hall where
the Ninth Infantry Division Association will hold its Memorial
Service in the shadow of the tower that housed the Liberty Bell.
BAND TO BE THERE
'The new Ninth Infantry Division's band will lead the parade
to the services.
PHILLY MEETING I}oATES
The Philadelphia Chapter holds
its meeting the first Thursday of
each month at 1109 Ridge Avenue
(Just below Spring Garden Street)
and any time any Ninth man is in
Philadelphia on the first Thursday of the month they will always
be welcome to attend the meetings.
SEND FOR ROOM
Be sure and write direct to the
Ben Franklin Hotel for room reservations-and the quicker they
are reserved so much the . better
for both the visiting member and
the local Committtee.
Philadelphia in July

GOLDY WANTS
BANQUET SEAT
DATA PRINTED
Poe Goldsmith, Rt. 4, Allentown, Pa., writes The Octofoil and
suggests the Convention Committee have a different seating arrangement at the banquet than
was the arrangement heretofore.
Say,s Poe, what about grouping
the v;rious outfits rather than to
give individual table and seat
numbers.
Last year, Poe says, he had to
sit with strangers. After all we
didn't know everyone in the Ninth
Division. If tables are grouped according to units, Poe feels sure he
will know someone at his table and
enjoy the evening much more.
Okay, you Philly lads-it's your
baby•.. If Poe comes down there
raising hell don't say The Octofoil
didn't warn you.
Philadelphia July 29, 30, 31

WANTS BUDDIES TO
SEE HIM IN PHILLY
JOHN MIZIA ALSO ADVISES
THE ARRIVAL OF A BABY:
GIRL AT HIS HOME.
John Mizia, 4711 E. Stiles St.,
Philadelphia, telephone CU. 86409, writes The Octofoil and extends an invitation for Ninth men
attending the Reunion to be sul'e
and visit him: Mizia was formerly
with Co. C, 47th.
.
He also advises of a 7 1-2 lb.
baby· girl, which is a Leap Year
baby, born Feb. 29th.
Philadelphia July 29, 30, 31

LEARNS QUICKLY .
A
Scotchman,
leaving
his
friend's house where he had been
visiting, held out to his host's small
son a nickel and a dime, saying,
"Now Sandy, which one will ya
hae?'" Young Sandy (being a cute,
wee beggar), said, "Ach, Mr.
MacTavish, I was always taught
not to be ,greedy. I'll gie the big
one to ye."·

•
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ANOTHER INSTALMENT, P.O.W.'S DIARY
KRAijJTS GIVE HIM A FAIR BREAK ONCE
OR TWICE ON THE ROTTEN CHOW
THEY SERVED.

.:''-.----------

BUT HE PROMISED HIS MOM AND DAD NEVER AGAIN
WOULD HE "GRIPE" ABOUT ANYTHING PRAISES
GOD FOR LETTING HIM KEEP HIS HEALTH.

The interesting Diary kept by Vic J. Wojtas, 1729 N.
;Wood St., Chicago, Ill., is printed below. Vic is a member
of the Chicago Chapter of the Ninth Infantry Division Association.
MAR. 3, 1945

Dear Mom and
Pop and AllHonest, if I
survive this life
I won't kick
about anything.
My budd)T, Al
Hudy, and I
have been out
of smoking tobacco for s
month. We admit it hurts, but
not h a I f as
much as the
Wojtas
food situation.
When I stand up quickly or too
fast from s' sitting position everything just gets dark. The wellknown Blackout a Prisoner of
,War gets from lack of food.
GETS WORSE

. Living conditions in Stalag IlIA, Luckenwalde, are getting
much worse. More fleas, lice and
sickness. The sick are crowded in
with us and we are giving medical
.attention with the best we have
under the circumstances.
One
man here is urinating blood, but
the Germans seem so unconscious.
FOOD AGAIN

Am thinking of food once
again. So when I get home I am
going to try to make the following vegetable soup: Noodles, potatoes, carrots, parsley, celery,
beans, green peppers, spinach,
()nions, green peas, tomatoes,
cauliflower,
turnips,
cabbage,
string beans, beets, asparagus,
lima beans, garlic, kidney beans,
egg plant, brussels sprouts, okra,
rice,corn sweet, dill, all spice,
sour cream, salt and pepper. I,intend doing my own shopping-and
if 1 can't get fresh vegetables the
rest will be from cans. I just can't
wait until the time comes when
I can make this. soup.
$30 FOR CIGARETTES

Here's just one case of how
bad some of our boys are hurting:
Henry Riis paid $30, thirty good
()ld American dollars for one
pack of cigarettes, and one pack
of tobacco.
PRAISES GOD
Blessed be God.

I am very
thankful that up' to this time 1
haven't been sick. With the miserable conditions here, there's
many a sick man who is just plain
helpless.
_
The month of February, 1945,
was the worst· that I have spent
in ·my life.
WORRIES ABOUT BOOK
. I am always worrying about

this book for fear the Germans
might find it unexpectedly and
confiscate it. Wonder what they
would do when they did read the
actual facts found herein?
We are all hoping the weather
turns warm. It would make this
life a little more bearable. My
feet are cold and my hands are
numb most of the time. I guess
it's poor circulation from lack of
proper food.
My thoughts are back to food
again. This time the recipe will
be for a thick fruit pudding consisting of rigs, dates, prunes, apricots. peaches, pears, raisins,
white raisins,
apple, bananas
(flakes), grapefruit, oranges, pineapples, plums, with added strawberry jam, chopped mixed nuts,
biscuits, flour, malted milk, salt,
sugar. If I can't get dried fruits
the rest will be canned. The above
will be cut up fine, and I am hoping it turns out like I intend it to.
;When I was home we never had
dishes like this, so I am hoping no
one will mind eating the few recil)'es I intend to cook up.
.
Here are some preserves I would
like to keep on hand: Strawberry,
pineapple, blackberry, g l' ape,
peach, apricot, gooseberry, huckleberry, plum, damson, razzberry,
apple butter, peanut butter, mint
jelly, cranberry, orange marmelade, current, cherry, war, crabapple, fig jam. Now to keep some
juices on hand too, grapefruit,
C)range, lemon, grape, lime, pineapple, apple, pecan, pear, cherry,
fruit cocktail, tomatoes, apricot,

prune, razzberry, plum and whatever I happened to overlook. Yes,
I will state again, when I get back
home I will spend m{)re time
around the kitchen stove than ever
before. Here's a dish we very seldom had at our home in the mornings and that is hot flap jacks with
either butter, jam or pork weinel'S.

Carl Dimmick, 3 Doering wa'i "
Cranford, N. J.
Ade M·ershfelder, Monnegan
Island, Maine. ,
George H. C I ark, Baxter
Springs. Kans. Rt. 2, care L. B.
Clark.
Ted Jaditz, Rt. 1, Clark Summit,
Pennsylvania.
Paul Rubenacker, Rt. 1, Philadelphia, 'Ill.
John Lutkowski. 40D E. McClure
Ave., Old Forge, Pa.
Torn Callwell, 501 Lake Ave.,
Lyndhurst, N. J.
Dan Cannon. 2fl7 Third St.,
Palisades Park, N. J.
Clyde Bonwell. 814 Seventh
Ave .. Shenandoah, Iowa.
Cliff S~xt()n, 47 Milford Ave.,
Newark, N. J.

HALLOWED SPOT IN ENGLAND

I

HOPE FOR CHANGE

Hoping conditions improve here
Herhert Nelson. 1018 19th Ave.,
soon so my. thoughts do not dwell N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
From Wilton M. Taylor, 100~2 Taylor St., Taft, Calif., comes
on food so often.
Samuel J. Na5ralla. 6940~.36 T'l'h. photo of the park where the 47th held Retreat and Reviews in
1944. Miss Ella Goulden, Boain&sloke, sent the photo to Taylor.
THEY DO IMPROVE
. (ASN), 1305 8th St., Altoona, Pa.
Whoopee! Food conditions have
Harlan Aldrich, Sabin, Minn.
improved here in Stalag III-A,
Damon JTolben, 1427 11th St.•
Luckenwalde. On March 10 we Lewiston, Idaho.
received Red Cross boxes. Four
men to one box. Four days later
Rav Petit. 4354 Snring St., S.E.. (Fill out the form printed below immediately aiter changinlf resident
we were issued one box per man. Sweetland, Maryland.
addresses and send tOt Secretary Charles O. Tingley, Ninth Infantry
I can truthfully say that I didn't
Harvey Fries, Wisla, Iowa.
Division Association, P. O. Box 1704, Washington 13, D. C. It will
think I would survive with the
Ed Kuenewich. 1411 N. 17th St.. assure no interruption in receiving· your copy of The Octofoil and
Germans feeding us their cup of Terre Haute, Ind.
saYe the Association a few pennies in each cas.e where the postoffice is
soup, a few slices of bread, a few
John. Love. 2337 19th St.. Bir- unable to deliver an OctofGal because of incorrect address.)
spuds with a spoon of sugar. or mingl1am 8, Ala.
margarine. Existed on the German
Ernest Sl-ocum, Rt. 1, Warren
Name
.
rations from Feb. 1 to March 9 ..
During this period most of the Rd.. !thica, N. Y.
Present Address
.
men were in a weakened and sick
Walter Robipson. 323 E. State'
condition. I was hoping that sick- St.. Princeton, Ind.
\
ness wouldn't hit me, but on March
Archie Sheeley, Rt. 3. Ocala"
City
Zone
State
..
5 it seemed like everything hit me Fla.
at once. First the chills, then my
Joseoh Kozminski, 655 W. Long
* * 01<
head and che'st started to ache- Ave., DuBois, Pa.
pains in all my joints. Was in
Geor~e Boston. 2222 S. Gerthis condition from March 5 to trude St., South Bend, Ind.
Former Addre$s
~·
.
March 10. Received no medical
attention whatsoever. During my
Edward Crawford, St. Georg~,
City
Zone
State
.
sick period for a time I didn't Georgia.
think I was going to get back to
John Costella, 911 5th St., N.E., I
Chicago, the City Beautiful. It's Washington, D. C.
i
1948 DUES ARE NOW PAYABLE
a rugged life, but I'm feeling 50
Herman C. Foster (Pete), Box
per cent better. Very thankful to 507, Rt. 1, Graham, N. C.
the Good Lord -that I survived
Bernard Schnitzer, Neola, Iowa.
. CAUSES MEMBER TO BECOME DELI~QUENT
through the sickness.
Jame~ W. Collin~. Williams1948 DUES NOT PAID BEFORE MARCH 1, 1948,
RECEIVES MAIL
Received my first mail in Stalag town,' Ky. Care Dr. C. B. Collins.
Either through your local Chapter or directly to Secretary
III-A on March 11, which wa.s the
-John F. McCoy, Rt. 1, Alamo,
Charles O. Tingley, Ninth Infantry Division Association, P. O.
49th letter from Jennie Depa. Texas.
Box 1704, Washington 13, D. C.,-members should send in their
Dated NoV'. 18.
John J. Pacholee, 730 Harry
Received the 36th letter frQm St.. Youngstown, O..
1948 dues AT ONCE.
home dated Dec. 6 on March 11.
Henry Swanson, 123 Bank St.,
The Constitution and By-Laws of the Association make it
Written by Mary.
Kaokuk, Iowa.
mandatory for the Secretary to list members as delinquent who
Received the 37th letter from
Ellie R. Warner, Crowder, Mis~;
home dated Nov. 9, on March 16.
John Polak, 1130 Arcadia St.,
have not paid the current year's dues by >or before March 1.
Written by Mary.
Bethlehem, Pa.
.
This necessitates removing the member's name from The OctofoH
Received the 50th letter from
Chester Galaski, 546 Chestnut
mailing list.
Jennie D. Dated Nov. 28 on Mar. St., Moncesson, Pa.
For your convenience the following blank form is printed
11th.
Angelo Marcotta. 60 First St.,
THANKS GOD
New Rochelle, N. Y.
in a position of The Octofoil that will not cause any news items
Blessed be God. Thanks be to
Arthur Gould, 1192 First Ave.,
to be mutilated if clipped out:
God. Food conditions in Stalag New York City.
III-A have improved a thousmtd
Sam Piccirilli. 354 Garretson
per cent. To this date 3... 17-45, Ave., Duncan Hills 51, N. Y.
they have 100,000 Red Cross parAndrew T. Reffa, 1618 Higheels on hand. Mostly for the use land Ave., Lakewood, O.
of evacuated prisoners from variBen Lowe, 221' Murray St.,
ous camps that have been evacu- South Bend. Ind.
ated due to the Russian drive. I
William E. Ingram, 170 S. Grant
Enclosed herewith is check, money order (mark which),
never expected to get another Red St., Denver, Colo.
f~)r my 1948 dues in the Ninth Infantry Division Association.
Cross parcel for the duration of
Selmer (B a l' bel') Lillehaup,
the war. Just can't understand Lane, S. Dak.
why we are getting parcels. My
Frances J. Kovar, Plum, Texas.
Si~led.__ .
.... . . __. ._..
.. __ .-- . .
.....----._.----..supposition is becau~eof all. the
James Schaup, Rt. 12, Box 676,
high ranking AmerIcan offIcers Milwaukee 13, Wis.
Street ·or R. F. D.
. .__ ... ._. __.__ ... _... _..... _... ._....
._ _
here willing to make a wager that
Otis Fritz, Owendale, Mich.
if it' wa~n't for the American o!First Lt. Woodig Harris, 112 N.
City__.
.
~
..__.Zone ..
S tate ., ,_ ...._.._
ficers here we enlisted men stlll Second St., Sh'eator, Ill.
wouldn't have received the first
Red Cross parcel.

Change of A.ddress For'm

I

STALAG BUDDIES
From Coast to Coast

Millard Petit, 1605 Trinidad
Ave., N. E., Washington, D .. C.
Glen Johnson, Rt. 3, Burlmgton,
Iowa.
. l' R d
Felix Fucillo, 418 ~llee 11l oa,
Pittsbul'gh, Pa.
Sam Rosner, 41-12 12th St.,
Long Island, N. Y.
John Yuhas, Jr., 122 Bridge St.,
Allentown, Pa.
.
Joseph La Forte, 719 U lllon St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
•
John Zamadics, 1241 Mechalllc
St., Bethlehem, Pa.
John Roach, 22-6~ 42nd St., Astoria, New York CIty.
Frank Beneventano, .58-61 56th
St., Maspeth C-1, N. Y.
Ly Weaver, 4807 Carson Rd.,
Normandy, Mo.
Nat Haister, 3150 Rockhambeau
Rue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
.
Louis Cornspan, 314 Peshme
Ave., Newark, N. J.
Stanley Rubin, 140 Eulery St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Newton Grasso, 435 S. 14th St.,
Newark, N. J.
Stanley Klimko, 56 ~o1in Ave.,
Pit~stown, Pa.

FOR SALE

American black and tan
COon hound pups. Pure bred.
UKC Reg. These pups will
make good coon hounds.
Also good field trial prospects.
Out of such Studs as
Brad's Midnight Range. UKC
No. 108,851, and Roy's Sayre
Super, UKC No. 96,573.
Also some choice females,
whose register numbers are
as follows: UKC No. 83,785,
105,446, 83,612, C476,004,
83,612, 81, 1 20, 73,462,
C474,630, 474,632, 73,100
and one Redbone female,
UKC No. 73,690.
Pure bred and bred to
hunt. They will make coon
hounds if hunted often and
handled right.

A SCENE MADE IN ORAN IN 1943

ALBERT D.

BRADLEY
Fidelity Kennel
Farm
RT. %

BOX 69

JERSEYVILLE, ILL.

Lee Greene, 333 Parkdale Ave., Glenside, Pa., sends in the
ahoye scene taken in Oran. Greene sent seyeral ne.atiyes and one
otber picture made at Rahat, in North Africa. Just as soon as the
accumulated pictures oa hand have been printed effort. will be
_a4e to .et tbe necati",es processed aad run so~e of tlleDl i. Tile
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ISOUND-OFF' SOLDIER, IF IN THIS GROUP MIKE KOWBASNYK SENDS INTERESTING 9th Div. Company
ARTICLE FROM NEW YORK DAILY NEWS
Commander Was
THE NINTH DIVISION PICKED UP A BIG STACK OF GEROnce a Private
MAN DOCUMENTS THAT THE STATE DEPARTMENl
FINALLY GOT AROUND TO PUBLISHING.
Micha-el Kowbasnyk, 1603 Watson Blvd., Endicott, N. Y., advises
The Octofoil that Lt. D-elbert
Pembridge, formerly of Co. M,
60th Regt., is now Sgt. - Delbert
Pembridge on the Endicott, N. Y.,
police force.
Mike also sends along an editorial recently app-earing in The
New York Daily News, which
reads as follows:
OUR "NOBLE" RUSSIAN
ALLY
It has been generally known
for quite a while that the NINTH
DIVISION of the First U. S.
Army, in April of 1945, picke4 up
a big stack of German Foreign
Office documents hidden in the
Harz Mountains.
Day b-efore yest-erday, the U. S.
William Taylor, Russellville, Ala., sends this group picture of
State Department published a
Third PIt., Co. E. men. He can't identify many of them, but hopes
choice collection of these papers,
lIlany will recogni~e thernleh'ea and drop him a few lines.
in a book entitled "Nazi-Soviet
Relations, 1939-41," which you
can get for $1 from SupeTintendent of Docum-ents, U. S. Government Printing Offic-e, Washington,
D. C. This is the first of a seGive the coupon below to a fellow-member of the Division.
ries of such volumes.
Better yet, fill it out for the new member of The Association and
The book covers the negotiathen let him sign it in your presence. Rem~mber ! ! ! Every
tions between Hitler and Stalin,
through their foreign ministers,
member gets a new mel11ber in 1947 and 1948.
M. Molotov and Joachim von
There are now -two types of membership in the Ninth Infantry V.
Ribbentrop, in the last months b-efore World War II b-egan in SepDivision Association:
tember, 1939, and goes on to trace
1. By paying an initiation fee of five dOllars ($5.00) you will the relations between these buddies up to the time Hitler suddenbe entitled to membership for the current year, ~<;~uallce of a mem- ly
punched Stalin in the nose June
bership card and lapel button and the monthly publication for one 22, 1941.
After
that histol'ic socko, you
year. This type of· membership do~s not entitle you to a c~py of the
Division HistOl'Y. You would have to purchase such at the time of may l'emember, Stalin and Molotov put it out -that their nonpublication.
aggression. treaty with Hitler in
August, 1939, -had been merely a
2. By paying an initiation fee of ten dollars ($10.04) you will smart play for time to get Rusbe entitled to all the benefits as stated above, plus a copy of the Di- sia armed' for the war with Gervision History, which we will mail to you as soon as it is completed. many. which th~ Kremlin. knew to
'be in the cards Stalin's heart, he
Annual dues in the Association amount to till'et! dollars and allowed, had been with the Allies
fifty c,ents ($3.50) per ~ear, -which includes the cost of the montnly all along.
publication.
This book tells a diffel'ent story.
The tale begins back in April,
Note: Make check or money order payahle to the Seeretary- 1939, when the Russian' AmbassaTrea.urer, The Ni.tlllnf.atry Divisioll Association, P. O. Box 1704, dor to Germany came around with
a load of honeyed words to BaWashinIton (13), D. C.
l'on Weizaecker in the German
FOl'ei~n Office in Berlin. Stalin,
Enclosed ~el:e~i~h, is $10.00 in cbeck-:-money order (cross out said this emissary, really had noth_01!e) . to cO\Ter ._l~l-tl8:t~~n f.«te - for . memb7rshl{lc iI), t~ .. Ninth Infantry ing against Hitler" and w:hy
DlvlsI~n ~ssoelatIon, of whlCh amount SIxty nO.60) is for -one year's
couldn't the two dIctators hv-e
subscnptIOn to "The Octofoil." This $10.00 initiation fee also entitles along together in friendship'?
me to a copy of the Division History.
One thing led to another, with
German-Russian relations wal'm-------------------------------------- ing bv the week. Late in August,
the famous non-aggression pact
(DATE)
was announced to the world-in
My present address is: (Please print ~'r typewrite.) part. Not announced was a secret
protocol in which Hitl-er and Stalin agreed in effect to split Poland
Name
between them, though th-ey might
MIDDLE
LAST
decide to let a small independent
Poland exist somewhere for apR.F.D. or StreeL
._______________ pearances' sake. Germany was to
get Lithuania (Russia ev-entually
got it), and Russia was to get
_____________________ Bessarabia from Romania, in case
City and State
_
Qf "territorial and political l'earZone
_ rangements" of the map of Europe.
My address while with the Ninth Infantry Division
This document signed, sealed
and delivered, Hitler attacked Powas:
land, and th-e war was on.
__________________ ~_
For many months, Stalin perf-ormed like a true and loyal pal
t'
of Hitler. He furnished his Berrganlza IOn ------------------------ ------.-----._
lin bud d y with - tremendous
amounts of ~rain, oil,cotton,
________________________________________________________________________ manganese,
timber,
phosphate
rock, etc., etc.
Signature
But in return for all these
goodies, Stalin took to d-emanding
Enclosed h~r.e~i~h is $5.00 in check or money order (cross out more and more promises of teroI~e) . to cover .1ll~tIatIon fe~ for memb-ership in the Ninth InflUltry ritorv from Hitler when the Axis
should win the war. He also deDIvl~lon Ass~cu~tlOn, of whICh amount sixty cents ($0.60) is for a
y.ear s subscrlptH,n to "The Octofoil." I understand that this initia- cided against letting any pal't of
Poland stay free, and grabbed
tIOn fee does NOT entitle me to a copy of the Division History.
Lithuania and northern Bukowina
in violation of the secret proto-------------------- --------------------- - ------------ --- col.
(DATE)
Hitl-el', to give the devil his due,
appears -to have lived up to his
My present address is: (Please print or typewrite) : agreements with Stalin as best he
could. It was Stalin who pla~Ted
N am e
.
_ the part of blackmailer.
At last. Adolf could stand it no
longer. He felt the' Russian Bear
LAST
FIRST
MIDDLE
bl'eathing hotly down his neck, and
R.F.D. or Street ---he
saw his
vastRussia
conquests
-__________________
gobbled
UP by
if thebeing
alli-

APPLICATION BLANK

o

.

was:
Rank and Name
Organization

_

Philadelphia. in July

NEWSY BITS FROM
DAVIDE WEINER

M. Davide Wiener. 37 W. 39th
St" New York 18, N. Y., pass-es
on to The Octofoil a letter he l'ecently l'eceived' ·from Capt. Petty.
Wiener l'eminds The Octofoil of
the fact E Co., 47th got that famous name "Petty's Raiders" because of the aggressiveness and
the 10~'alty the men had for their
company commander.
Th-e Captain's letter in part:
Dear Weiner: I never run into
any of the outfit and you really
g.et lonesome to talk to some of
the fellows. I'd give most anything
for a ehance of a good bull goession with a bunch of the fellows
from the outfit. Had a letter from
Jesse Harrell l'ecently. He had
seen my address in The Octofoil.
He'g had trouble of falling asle-ep
at any time since hit. I have never
Philadelphia in July
had a copy of The 9ctofoil and
haven't the least idea where any
of the fellows are. I'd like to g-et
caught up on what gives.
The Queen Bee and I are gettine: along fine. Tell the fellows
S-Sgt. H. Jarocki, Sq., K, 2532
hello and drop me a line.
B. U. Randolph Field, Tex.,
Best wishe~,
wl'it-es the following l-etter with
FRANK PETTY.
snapshots taken in Africa and
'Viener sent along a photo- Sicily enclosed:
As a former member of Co. G,
graph of Johnny "The Barber"
with some 3,000 souvenirs he sent 60th Inf., and soon to be a mem·
back to the states for the boys. It bel' bf your Association I'd like
is verv interesting, and was sent to pass on a couple of snap shots
to the·photo-engravers, but up un- I took in Afl'ica and Sicily.
til time for The Octofoil to go
The. fellows probably remember
to press it had not been returned,
I had a camera all through Africa
so it will have to be used at a
and Sicily so if they are intel'est·
later date.
Wiener adds to his newsy notes: ed I'd be glad to forward some
It seems the idea of some of Ute more of the prints.
I sure would like to hear from
fellows in the East having separate Reunions several times a year some of the boys. How about itis really catching on. This is Lahie, Parambo, Trapasso, etc.
shown by l'eports read recently in
I've re-enlisted in the Air
The Octo:foif. We hope everybody Corps. Anymore of old G Co. do
will join and be as successful in the same? Come on let's hear
their reunions as we have in ours. from you fellows.
Philadelphia July 29, 30, 31
P. S.: Anson Brown, a member,
just gave me some copies of Th~
Octofoil and I sure enjoyed them.
I'll be there in 1948.

S-Sgt. H. Jarocki
Sends Pictu res

May 1st E Co., 47th
Meet At Travelese's

Philadelphia in July

Johnny Traveles says he has received quite a bit of response and
is expecting to have a large num·
bel' of E Company men at his
house May 1, at 2904 New York
Ave., New York City.
FREE HAIR CUTS
The "Barber" promises to Sel've
hair cuts jf necessary and assure.;;
all E Company men and their
friends that would like to come
plenty to eat and drink.
WRiTE JOHNNY
Johnny says he would appreciate it if the fellows would remind
him at once if they were coming. He says it is very unlikely
there will be a shortage but he
wants to know, just in case.
He is awaiting your immediate
reply by mail.

ance with Stalin were maintained.
As Hitler wrote to his friend
... Mussolini on June 21, 1941, his
Z 0 ne
_ mind. was immensely relieved now
that he had determined to attack
Ninth Infantry Division Russia the next day, and he ~elt
as if he had succeeded in tossing
Philadelphia July 29, 30,31
an Old Man of the Midnight Sea
Q. Must a veteran have 10 per
off his back. Ironically. Stalin has
now gotten much of what he cent or more service-connecte'd
disability to 00 eligible for out- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. -- wanted to get from Hitler.
patient treatment?
* * *
A. Any veteran with an estabSo here v.~ have a picture of lished service-connected disability
the kind of pal Joey really was to is entitled to out-patient treatAdolf. He was a cynical, ma- ment for the service-conn-ected
rauding, land-grabbing blackmail- disability regardless of the degree
(Si~nature)
er, as Hitler was. They were jtlst of disability.

City and State -----------------------------------_

My address while with the

a couple of thievish imperialists
working along together when it
was to their mutual interest to do
so.
SPEAKING OF IMPERIALISM
The publication of these German Foreign Office papel'S should
deal quite a blow, we think, to the
current Stalin propaganda about
how the United States is an imp-erialist nation bent Oll enslaving the world.
The real imperialist today is
Stalin.
Well, as our readers know, we
are not accustomed to patting
ourselves on the back. This time,
we can't resist making an exception to that rule, by recalling that
throughout the war we never kowtowed to Stalin or raved about
"our nobl-e Russian ally," as most
of our esteemed contemporaries
did. We were always skeptical of
Stalin's good faith, said so now
and then, and were damned from
hell to breakfast for it. How does
it feel now, Russia-lovers of the
war years, to have your noses
rubbed in this proof of Stalin's
100 per cent perfidy'?

The following article was taken
from an old issue of the "Voice
of Vets," Fort Sam Houston,
Texas, by Wilton M. Taylor, Taft,
Calif., and vividly portrays the
democratic processes that existed
within the Ninth Infantry Di·
vision, even if to most of us
while in active service, things did
not look exactly right at times:
Nobody knows for sure if lIo·
ratio Alger ever did a hitch in the
Army, but if he did, his m;litarv
career probably prall-eled that o'f
1st Lt. Wilfred M. Thornton's.
Thornton, in true Alger fash·
ion, jumped from privat-e in Co.
M, 60th Inf., 9th Division, to com·
pany commander of Company M
-in short, from office boy to the
presidency.
The 25-year-old officer enlisted
and joined the 9th Division at
Fort Bragg, N. C., in October.
1940, and served four and a half
years with the same company
through training in the States and
combat in Tunisia, Sicily, Nor.
many, Northern France, the Ar.
dennes, to Duren, Germany. He
was first sergeant of Co. M while
the 9th was awaiting D-Day in
~ngland, and on August 18, 1944,
m France, rec-eived a field com·
mission to second lieutenant on
the basis of efficiency and leader.
ship. Sixty days later he was promoted to first lieutenant and given
command of his company.
After accepting _from the regi.
~enta~ adjutant the oath promotmg hIm to an officer, Thornton
w~s returned to his unit in a jeep
drIven by an old buddy, Pic.
Joe Dobrosky. The officer and en·
listed man got out of the jeep.
"Who's going to pin -the bars
on me 1" Thornton asked, looking
around.
,,"WhO?" countered Dobrosky,
why, me, of eourse."
So Thornton liftedh~s chin andDobrosky, standing on his tce and
with. the finesse of a general, deftly ~umed a gold bar on his collar.
WhIle th-e bar was being hooked
on, Thornton ripped off his first
sergeant's chevrons.
Then Dobl'osky gave the new officer his
first salute.

BIG JOE PERELLA
PROUD OF ROSE
Big Joe Perella, formerly Co.
E, 60th and Div, Hdqtr., is now
living at 400 S. East Ave., Vin-e·
land, N. J., sends a cute little card
anoul1cing the birth of Rose Pe.
rella on March 23 at 1 p. m., to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Perella, w-eight
8 pounds, 5 ounces.

Bragg's Bus Stop
/

Thi. main bus stop at Fort
Fayeteville at the Town Pump.
stopped and they overstayed in
Bragg will bring back many
haunting memories, especially
for those Joes wholo wat<:hea
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FOLLOWING NEW YORKGROUP"S 'IINTERESTING EXCERPTS FROM A Police Department
PROGRESS FROM ITS INCEPTION FE"W OF MANY LETTERS SENT IN
After The Octofoil
THE "PIONEERS" WALKED THE "ROCKY ROAD TO DUBEvert V. Kankkonen, formerly
LIN" FOR MANY MOONS-BUT THE BOOK SAYS "HE 47th Inf., now liying at 632 Tay- Askew, who was killed in action
Marcus V. Dilmore is now the
lor Ave., Astoria, Ore., writes as while serving with Hq. & Hq. Co., chief {)f police at Horseheads,
WHO PERSEVERETH SHALL OVERCOME."
The Greater New York Chapter

()f the 9th Inf. Div. Assn. started

with its first meeting on Sept. 24,
1946. This meeting took plac.e at
th~ home of Walter Wassermann,
former member of the 60th Inf.
Regt. Purpose was to discuss possibilities of forming the Greater
New York Chapter.
"PIONEERS"

Present at this meeting to discuss the organization were a selfappointed organizing committee:
Walter 'Vasserman,Les Ronay, Al
Bruchac, George G l' 0 ssm a n,
Charles Ankner,
Mike' Gatto,
Frank Watson, Fred Golub, Paul
Quaranta, ·Mat Urbanowitz, Steve
Sprendis and Mike Fazio. Plans
were made to hold another meeting and to bring other inteTested
men. At the .next meeting added
to the enthusiastic group were Cal
Polivy, Phil Ortoff, Jordan Bierman, Bernard Stein, Dr. H. L.
Sternlicht and Father DeLaura.
This was the basis of the group
that started the ball rolling.

The meeting- plac.e is now permanently located at the Hotel Times
Square and the Greater New York
Chapter meets there on the fourth
Friday of €ach month. July and
August excepted. In March the
meeting' will be held on Thursday;
March 25. rather than Fridav due
to the fact that March 26 is' Good
Friday.
CHRISTMAS SOCIAL

A Christmas social was held at
the Hotel Times Square on the
Sunday afternoon between Christmas and New Years. As everyone
well knows the historic Big Snow
of 1947 didn't help matters. However, in spit.e of the snow, over
150 attended and had a very pleasant afternoon with many of· their
old friends. It was a success and
all who attended expressed th.e desire that it be done more often.
Credit for the affair's success
must go to some of the members
of the Board of Governors, and
especially to GetsY Schiff. who unMEET DURING REUNION
Me'eting at the Hotel New dertook to run this affair at one
Yorker during the New York Con- of the most difficult times of the
vention in 1946, plans were made veal' for all of us.
to hold a meeting at the 77th Div. JUST THE HIGH SPOTS
The above covers onlv the highAssn.. Bldg. The results of that
meeting showed that over 250 men spots of the activities of the
were very much interested in Greater New York Chapter beforming a New York Chapter. A cause out of it all manv wartime
petition for a New York Chapter friendships, through this social
was drawn up and submitted to contact; have been much more
Mike Puzak, secretary of the Na- firmly cemented into lifetime
tional Association. Upon commu- friendships. In many instances,
nication with the National Head- members of the Chapter have been
quarters, authorization was re- able to help each other \vith jobs,
ceived to go ahead with our plans and other helpful ideas for soluand the Greater New York Chap- tion of the many problems resulting from our wartime service.
ter was in full swing.
FOURTH MEETING HELD

The fourth meeting was held at
the 69th Regt. Armory, when temporary officers and a Board of
Governors were appointed for a
period of six months. Les Ronay
was president; Charles Ankner was
secretary, and Mike Fazio was the
treasurer. This group remained in
office until June, 1947, at which
time plans were made for a more
permanent organizational set-up.
IN FULL SWING

FUTURE BRIGHT

For the future there is much in
store for all, and the Greater New
York Chapter is planning for the
futm'e. Financially, we are a little ahead of the game; in organization, we still have many problems and have made many errors,
but the Chapter is striving to correct anv and all mistakes with the
h~l'e of eventually in the not too
distant future having a smooth
running outfit. Plans are under
way fora big New York turnout
for the Convention in Philadelphia. New ideas are constantly
coming UP and the 1948 Convention in Philadelphia will see the
Greater New York Chapter present in force but also present with
sound constructive proposal~ for
the welfare of the Association as
a whole, casting aside any local
chapter selfish motives. The Chapter fully realizes the urgent need
for a W'ogressive National setup
and will do all in its power to
kee'P this great outfit moving FORWARD!

1947 saw the Chapter come out
of the rough and into full swing as
well as any Chapter of the 9th
Inf. Div. Assn. could be expected
to. Cal Policy was president;
J ames Bruno, first vice-president;
Phil Ortoff, 2nd Vice-President;
Georg~ Grossman, secretary; J ordon Bierman, assistant secretary;
Marvin Etra, treasurer. The Board
of Governors were as follows:
Harry Wax, Jim Bruno, Vincent
Guglielmino, Irving Feinberg, Al
Bruchac, Dr. H. C. Sternlicht, Cal
Polivy, Edward Winch, George
Whitney, Dr. H. Seslove and Father Anthony DeLaura. The Board
of Gove'l'nors represented every LO~IG
unit of the Division, and was ably
.~
assisted by the untiring efforts of
Les Ronay, who served on almost I
every committee.·

HIKE AH EAD

ON TO COLUMBUS

About that time the membership
selected Al Bruchac and Cal Polivy to l'epresent the Greater New
York ~hapter at the 1947 Convention in Columbus. At the Convention Bruchac was elected to the
National Board of Governors, and
the local Chapters were successful
in advancing many needed ideas to
help the Association by local Chaptel'S receiving the recognition necessary to the completion of their
organizational planning. These local Chapter developments at the
Convention were a much needed
step in the right direction fO,r the
maintenance and growth of the
membership of the 9th Inf. Div.
Assn.
FIRST DANCE

The Chapter held its First Annual Fall Dance in October, 1947,
at the Hotel Capital t and needless
to say, it was a successful affair.
There were members from all over
the State of New York, as from
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Connecticut and Massachusetts. It
proved that the boys and their
wives were interested and did enjoy such an affair. Plans were
promptly made for another, more
gala affair, which will take place
on May 15, 1948, at the Hotel
Roosevelt. Tickets are now on
sale and going fast.
SECURE MEETING PLACE

In the early fall President Cal
Polivy, with the aid of George
Grossman, Jim Bruno and Les Ro-nay, was successful in obtaining a
permanent meeting plac.e for the
Association here in New York City.

. W~lterPascht 153 S. Main
St., Clintpnville, Wis., still has
nightmares
when he thinks
about those hikes at Fort Bragg.
Pasch took this picture of the
Co. L, 60th group just before
starting out on one ofthos marathons. Pictured are, ieft to
right (back): Carpenter t Kern,
J. G. Anderson. (Front): Piontek, Harter.

TO EVEN THE SCORE

follows: Sending $10 for dueswhen this goes ask for more.
Norman Stollman t 115 Chestnut
St., Fairfield, Conn., formerly Co.
M, 47th, sends greetings. He says
for the gang to write him.
Mike Harnaga, 1194 St. George
Ave., Linden, N. J.,writes that it
is tough for him to get in touch
with former buddies. He would
like to have some of the former
Co. D, 1st PIt., 47th men write.
James L. Lather, 1327 Wood
St.t Wilkinsburg, Pa., writes that
some clay he hopes to see something in The Octofoil about Co. F,
39th. Since last heard from Lather has 'gotten married t June .7,
1947, and has an apartment. (He
admits he's lucky.) Part of his
letter follows: "I'n1 sorry about
the del8.y in sending in dUE-s, but
due to the press of business I
haven't much time. I am an accountant, Junior, with the Pressed Steel Car Co., Inc., in Pittsburgh. Enjoy the paper. It is
sent to my parent's home and they
read it before I get it.
"A week or so ago my wife and
I went to se'e 'The Voice ·of the
Turtle,' and was I surprised to see
the soldier in the picture, Ronald
Reagan, wearing a Ninth Division
shoulder patc h?"
Anthony A. pemetriou, 901 Pico
Blvd., Santa Monica, Calif., enjoys receiving The .Octofoil and
wonders why members of the
746th Tank Bn. don't take some
time to write The Octofoil a letter once in a while and express
views and let former buddies know
where they are. Anthony would
like to correspond with anyone
who was in the 746th. He suggests it might be an idea to devote one column of the paper to
giving names and addresses of former menlbers of the Bn "Who
knows," he writes, "but what
some of us may live near each other ot while on a trip are passing
through a buddy's home town. I
am sure this would promow good
fellowship. Any news you could
print on the 746th Tank Bn.
would be appreciated (Secretary
Tingley advises his files are not
set up in a way to give such a list.
But it has been one of the aims
of the AssoCiation and no doubt
will. be a reality soon.)
Don I. Porter is still a cowboy
in New Mexico. (Addres: Pinon,
N. Mex.) He wants all the boys
of Recon. to write him. And he
would especially like to hear from
"Red" Mouser, who was S-Sgt. in
Recon. Don likes The Octofoil and
can hardly wait· for "8 Stars. to
Victory" to show his friends what
the Ninth has done.
Mac Umansky. 1729 Walton
Ave., Bronx 53, N. Y., would like
to see some of the men who were
in Co.· K, 47th-especially the
original men who were with it
from 1941 on through the yearswrite some newsy bits to The Octofoil. Mac thinks The Octofoil is
one of the best vetel'an papers put
out by any organization and he
adds "I should know as I belong
to a few." Mac is working nights
now in a retail liquor store and
can't take part in any activities
of the Association, but he is looking forward to getting a civil service appointment with Railway
Mail Service so he can take a~l
active part in the activities of his
local chapter.
Ollie C. Cole, 236 Castro St.,
Richmond, Calif., who, by the way
was one of the "lost members,"
whose present address was located
through the efforts of E. Padilla,
wants the present address of former. Lt. Jack A. Houston.
Waltel' L. Ande'l'son, 20 1-2
Amesbury, Mass., wishes to arouse
SQme ot his associates with the
·60th Inf., "Charlie Co." He will
gladly answer all or any letterswould also like to hear from any
of the guys who took training with
him hi Camp Gruber, Okla., or
the old 72nd (AA) C.A. and 614th
(A.A.) Coast Artillery of the Panama Canal Zone, "Jungle Muddel'S," and he adds, "Any of my
friends who are willing to chance
a 'hop' with me are quite welcome
toone now that I am a licensed
pilot !"
Kenneth ·W. Hill, Box 782,
Brownfield, Tex., is looking for
Lt. Brandenberg, formerly of the
39th· Inf. If anyone can furnish
the address, write to Kenneth.

Two l'egiments whose officets
were great rivals ,vere camped
alongside each other during maneuvers. Into the tent of the
Umpteenth Camp came a chaplain. "I found I was able to sow
the s,eed of religion in the fertile
soil of the other regiment/' said
he. HI converted 10 men/'
The Colonel flushed with rage.
"Rout out a dozen men to be -bapK.LA. BROTHER WRITES
tized," he yelled to the Adjutant.
The following letter addresed to
"We can't let those fellows get Secretar~- Tingley from Ranahead of us on anything."-Can,. dall D. Askew, Mountain View,
ning TI'ade.
Okla., brother of Melvin L.

9th Div. Anyone who knew Melvin should write to Mr. Askew:
Dear Sir: I found in a recent
editorial your name listed as secretary of the Ninth Division Association, and with that in mind,
I thought perhas you might enlighten me or at least give me a
few details in regard to the death
of my brother, Melvin L. Askew.
Pfc. M~lvin L. Askew was shipped overseas in Ma~1, 1943, landed in Africa and was assigned to
Hq. and Hq. Co., 9th Inf. Div. and
stayed' with that organization until his death, June 18, 1944, on
Cherbourg Peninsula; he was buried at the American Cemetery
near St. Mere Eglise.
To this date we have been Ullable to obtain any detailed information about his death. No
doubt, each day you are confronted with this sort of problem, but
we thought you might at some
time had connections of some sort
with this man.
Thanking you for any details
you might send us, I remain,
Yours sincerely.
RANDALL D. AS·KEW.
Sgt. Cecil E. Maberry, who is
now with Sq. D., 82nd Airdrome
Group, Grenier Air Field Base".
ManchestEr, N. II.. and lives at 39
\Valnut St., Manchester, N. H.,
writes he wouldn't miss The Octofoil for many times what the
dues are, He and another Ninth
man fro~ll Co. C. 47th, stationed
with him, read it from front to
back and talk of the fellows who
are mentioned. Cecil is looking
for the present addresses of the
following fellows: Sgt. Walter
Meiers, 2nd Lt. Paul Shumaker,
1st Lt. Thomas Wiggins. Captain
Don V. West; Lt. Col. Mike Kauffman and Lt. James Hicks - all
were in H Co., 60th, with the exception of Col. Kauffman. who
was then 2nd Bn. Commander.
Ernest Irion, 3.608 Fifth Ave.,
N., Great Falls, Mont., wants to
hear from some of his buddie's who
served with him in the 9th Div.
Ernest was wtth the 9th from
September, 1942, until July 4th,
1945, when the high point men
were shipped out. He was a member of the 60th FA· Me-dics until
the last days in Sicily when he
was transfel'l'ed to Div. Arty.. and
was on D.S. with the 84th F.A.
MOTHER WR11ES

Mrs. Charles W. Peal'l, P. O.
Box 412, Freclel'ick, Md.• wants
Charles' buddies of the 60th t.
know that he hasn't forgotten
them and she feels sure that he
will write them as soon as· he gets
over the thrill of being the papa
of his first child. June Marie, now
8 months. Mrs. Pearl says she enjoys The Octofoil almost as much
as Charles does and we both look
forward to receiving it every
month.

N. Y. Those kind of fellows are
good to be on friendly terms with
some time. But no one around
this Octo foil joint is going near
Horseheads until Chief Dilmore is
set right on this "8 Stars to Victory" deal. He has been given
some misinformation, and it is
hoped Lt. Gen. Eddy's straightto-the shoulder lettel' in this issue
of The Octofoil will straighten
not o.nly Chief Dilmore out-but
all the re:::t of· our members.
Ph.iladelphia July 29, 30, 31-'

"

HOJ"ard Schellip
Looks For Pals
How a I'd Schellin, Anamosa,
Iowa, writes that he would like to
hear from some of the boys from
Cannon Co., 47th Inf. Regt., and
what they are doing. Some names
Howard mentions are J. W. Fishel"
"Doc" Beiman Mannino' Frank
Page, Peavy aY{d Lewis. b'
Schellin joined' up with the 9th
in England and was with the out..:
fit after the Ninth had driven Hitler to take his own life.
Philadelphia July 29, 30, 31

TED MATUSIK SAYS
INSIGNIA FOR CARS
IS A SWELL IDEA
Ted Matusik, 1802 Wilmot, Chicago, nl., sends a short note to
The Octofoil, in which he says: "I
noticed the New England Chapter
is considering insignia plates fot'
autos. Is it going to be a local oi'
regional idea. I'm in favor of the
idea and would like to purchase
~ome if available."
Commenting furthe;, Matusik
says: I noticed where Willard Norris sent in a group picture. Mention of Schrobenhauser and the
chemical factory brings up a lot
of memories regarding the very effective camouflage the Krauts'had
used to disguise it.
Ted wants to know about 'a:p~
to he sent The Octofoil of Lt. Dick·
Skapik_ (It's on file, Ted, with
about 600 others. Some day we'll
get to it. Thanks for all the· wonderful pictures you've sent in.)
~~~..q..~.q..~.~

§ Sixtieth History to
Be Mailed When
25 Cents Sent In

I
§

~

The A .. oci~tion has financed the mailinc of several hundred copies of the
60th Rect. History. The manilla envelopes and postage
has begun to run into real
figures. For that reason the
Board at its last meeting had
to discontinue the practice_
Ho~ever. instructions were
issued to Secretary Cha:rles
O. Tingley, P. O. Box 1704,
Washington 13, D. C., to
mail the history to all members sending in 25 cents in
coin or stamps to pay fo'r
the postage and shipping
carton. Any member who
has not yet 'received his 60th f
History and sends 25 cents ~~
will receive immediately his
copy. Not only 60th or former 60th men are eligible to
receive the book, but any 9th
or former 9th man, as well
as next-of-kin may write in
for this interesting book.

I~

Pfc. Thomas J. Samul. Jr. is
back in the Arnw. Hii'; address is:
Pfc. Thomas J. Samul. Jr.. Co. M,
18th Inf. Reg;t., APO 757, care .
Postmaster New York. Tom was
formerly of the 60th Inf., wears
a Comfatlnfantryman's Badge, .
Ardennes, Central Europe. Nor·
mandy, Northern France, Rhineland, American Service l\i'e'dal,
Euroucan-African Middle Eastern Service Medal. Good Conduct §.
Medal and Purple Heart.
Samul enclosed some pictures,
but were received too late to be
processed for this issue. They will
be used later.
.

.~

~

~

§

I

HalO. Christiansen. 1155 New
York St., Long Beach, Calif., a
former 899th T. D. Bn.. man, decided to act on Francis· Wolman's
Do not confuse this small
su:ggestion that we have some acbooklet with the 400-page §
tivities from the old outfit and
9th Division history being §
sends in two snapshots. (They § printed by Heer Co. now.
were receive<l too late for this issue, but will be used next month.) &.~~~.q..q.~.q.~'.Q'>~
Hal likes The Octofoil and looks
Samuel L. Bruno, Rt. 1, Box
forward to receiving it each issue.
644, Lake Worth Rd., Lake "Worth,
CHANGES NAME
Received notice from the for- F1a., who just moved from Hasmer Melvin .T. Freedman that he brouck Heights, N. J., formerly of
is changing his name to Melvin J. 60th Inf., informs us that he will
Freeman. Melvin wonders if some be in Philadelphia for the conof the boys of Co. B, 39th, l'e- vention this summer.
Raymond Nichols, formerly of
members his Boxer from Augsburg. "Oct. 24th," Melvin says, E Co., 39th, whose address is
"she presented us with a litter, West Road, BQX 321, Orleans!
her first, of 11. One has been Mass., is planning to be on hand
shown and took third place in a at the convention in Philacle1phia.
Keith H, Brant, Rt. 1, Somerset,
match at Lancaster, Pa., at 4 1-2
months. Some. of the boys may Pa" formerly of 899thTank ,Bn.,
remember Betty von Schmutter- expects to be at the convention in
Julr.
ta1."

§

t

§
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ADDITIONAL PITTSBURGH NEWS
RECEIVED TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

DESERTED STREET SCENE IN PARIS

Well,

here

is

the

OCTOFOIL

\

"Smokey

City" reporter once ,again with a haven't paid their dues as yet,
report from the most active Chapter in the whole Association.
At this time I haven't as much
to report on as I did in the last
issue but will try and report
clearly on just how this Chapter
is making out with eevrything.
I am sorry that I didn't get that
little late report in on time for the
last issue of THE OCTOFOIL but
then you can't report a thing until
it has happened. I hope that the
report will find its way into this
issue though as the ladies of the
newly formed Auxiliary would
like for all of the other chapters
'to know that they mean business
with a capital "B".
Since my last report the Greater
Pittsburgh Chapter has held two
l'€gular meetings as called for in
our By-Laws. At the first of these
two meetings we had· a discussion
about what resolutions we plan to
place before the various committees at the coming Convention. At
the second meeting a committee
was appointed to work on these
resolutions and to whip them into
shape for the Convention.
At the regular meeting, 6 April
1948, the Chapter was a little sad
because one of our most active
and well liked fellows, Nicholas
Chipura, was leaving town. To
show our appreciation for all of
the help that he has given the
Chapter, the Chapter was proud
to present Nick with a swell traveling bag as a going away gift. So
wherever Nick is when he reads
this we want him to know that we
are always thinking of him and
are wishing him the very best of
luck. And to all of ~'ou other
Chapters, if Nick is in your area
you can be sure he will be about
the swellest member ~'ou can hope
to have.
In ,one of my previous reports I
tllink I mentioned the fact that
the Greater Pitsburgh Chapter
was planning on holding a great
big extra special Banquet-Dance
in the near future. Well, the time
has been decided upon and the
place as well. Unless something
extremely bad should ')ccu~' before
th_ time then the big blow-out will
be in full swing come October 9,
1948 at the Keystone Hotel. So,
all of you Greater Pitsburgh members, and any of those out of
town, keep that date ~ eserved
come hell or high water. OCTOBER 9, 1948. Now that we have
the date and place all arranged,
the various committees will be
hard .atwork aU summer long to
produce a social affair that will be
long remembered by this Chapter.
All that I can add to this is to
keep right on reading the OCTOFOIL and you .will .know just
what is going to happen come the
big day.
As the time goes by, the Chapter's treasury is slowly growing to
the place where w~ will be able
to venture into something that will
be worth while to all. At the present time we are holding a roffle
each and every month and to date
we have ulaae about 85 ~.{;, profit.
These raffles are to be carried on
throughout the summer also, so
~ou can see that the ,boys are
l'eally driving in high gen' now.
One other plan which this
Chapter is working on for the
summer is a big ba&ket picnic.
'fhe picnic is still in the planning
stages but from all l'epol'ts and
comments on the subject I think
that I can say definitely that there
will be a picnic and possibly as
early as June depending of course
on the Chapter members, so what
say you Greater Pittsburgh members, do we have a picnie this
summer or don't we?
Well that seems to be about all
there is from yor reporter this
time but before I sign off I would
like to remind all of the bo~'s who

\

that we are still accepting your
$3.50 for 1948. Get them into
Chapter Headquarters and we
shall do the rest. Remember, you
aren't receiving the OCTOFOIL
any more unless your dues are
paid, so what say fellow&, get the
dough in and read the news that
you are really interested in.
Your "Smotel City" reporter
wi! be back again at the same old
stand in the next issue so look for
my report and the "most active
Chapter in the Association."
William J. :r-lilton,
Recording Secretary.
Philadelphia-July-29-3O-31

The Red Cross Club on Rue Modelene, Paris, is now known as
Hotel de Paris. The aboTe picture was sent by Pat D ..nnaLoo, who
is making a tour of Europe.

Just as the big presses starting
"baneling" out 10,000 copies of
the current issue of- Octofoil a
letter was received with additional Pittsburgh COpy in which good
old Bill Hilton called The Octofoil's attention to the fact his
name was William and not Wilton
as appear€d in t'he last issue of
The Octofol, and that his address
was 57 Maplewood Ave" and not
87 Maplewood Ave.
As many times as Bill has befriended The Octofoil this en'or
is absolutely inexcusable-but The
Octofoil will alibi any way, Bill:
The plant was being moved last
month and everyone was confused.
Here's hoping it doesn't happen
again.•

NOTES OF
Philadelphia in July
INTEREST,
ENDi'COTT COPS
TO VETS N. J. HENNEN ANNOUNCES NEXT
SAY THANKS TO
MEETING
FOR
MINNESOTA
GROUP
N. Y. CHAPTER
One out of every 10 persons in
the United States is a veteran of
The following interesting letter
World War II.
from N. J. Hennen, 3455 Irving
Ave., N., Minneapolis 12, Minn.,
About two out of every three was received by Sec.reary Tingley:
Received your letter of April 1,
men between the ages of 20 and
regarding ]jst of War Dead being
35 are WoI'ld 'Val' II veterans.
returned to the States for burial.
I~ hav€ written to the next-of-kin,
By 1952, veterans and their offering whatever assistance we
families will number an estimated can give.
62,300,000,000-or 43 percent of
"TLe second meetillg of tLe
Minnesota Chapter is scLeduled
the nation's population.
The Veterans' Admini6tl'ation
Centl'al Office in Washington, D.C.
receives 100,000 pieces of mail a
day, except 011 Mondays, when
twice as much comes in.

If one month's mail received by
all 'Veterans' Administration offices (excluding hospitals) could be
stacked in one column, the pile
would be twice as high as Mount
Everett.
Veterans' Administration requires about 130,QOO,000 administrative" -records-riotin'c1uding iri~
surance, which has 100,000,000
recol'ds--to keep track of veterans and their families.

If limitations on hospitaliation
remain unchanged, Veterans' Administration predicts a peak load
in 1975 of 25,000 patienJs in its
hospitals.
Sixty-three per~ent more World'
War II veteran5 were admitted to
Veterans' Administration· hospitals
during 1947 than during the previous year. Admissions of other
veterans jumped 32 percent in
1947 over the 1946 figure.
Vetel'ans
Administration
is
training more ps:rchiatl'ists than
all the schools in the country.
Plailadelphia July 29-30-31

Greater Detroit
Going Is Strollg
(Ed's. Noe: Joe, doa't do tltis to
The Octofoil again. Had things
beell normal the· sLeet would
JaaTe been in the m.iI whell your
interesting News Letter was receiTed. Guess that old lrisL
l..ck is still witL you.)

for the afternooll of May 23, at
wLicL time a constitutioll alld
by-laws will be adopted, aad
delegates to the national conTention elected."

The following news release sent
to The Minneapnlis Star by H€nnen is self-explanatory and shows
the real interest he has:
Three years ago to the day
since they shook hands with Russian troops on the Elbe, veterans
of the 9th Infantry Division from
Minnesota, will gather in their
first state reunion.
Scheduled for 1500 hours on
Sunday afternoon, API'il 25, is a
get-together of former members of
the division, and its attached units.
Place: The Organized Reserve
Armory at Fort Snelling.
It was at this same time in 1945
that Ninth Infantry patrols which
had been waiting for two weeks at
their eastern boundary on the Mulde River first sighted the foremost
€lements of their Soviet Allies.
In view of the strained relations existing today between this
country and Ru~sia, it is interesting to recall this historic meeting.
Strangely enough, the Russian
army, in victory, seemed J.ess impressive than the battered Wehrmacht in defeat. Entire units of
the GHmany Army had been surrendering to the Ameriian&tlJtfor
weeks, coming across the engineer
bridge on the Mulde, n€ar Bitterfield, with their owntransportatioI:i ;1nd in convoy formation. One
surrendEring unit had been a complete troop of Cossack cavalry,
fighting for Hitler. It looked
typically Russian, to, even to its
horses and. fur· headpieces.
THE HEROES

Now came the heroes of Stalingrad, Mariupol, Kharkov, Bratislava. They swarmed over the
counb'yside, in creaking German

farm wagons, astride captured motorcycles and bicycles, and in battered We·hrmacht trucks and flitzers.
Lend Lease equipment, such as
two and one-half trucks and Sherman tanks, were conspicuously absent, perhaps designedly so.
But no matter their nondescript appearance and apparent
'lack of organization: They were
friends, and w~lcomed accordingly.
Their vo~ka was heady,
bl€ndedwell with the Rhine wine
and Rheims champagne, and many
were the mutual toasts drunk to
leaders, countries and selves.
The territory where the meeting
took place is now the heart of
th€ Soviet occupied zone, for the
Ninth Infantry Division, and the
rest of the Fit'st Army, after
rounding up S.S. remnants in the
Harz mountains, had thrust east
far beyond the limits outlined at
Yalta, occupying Leipzig, Halle,
Bitterfeld and MadgebUl'g. In
fact, they had offered to take Berlin, but GHQ said "No~"
195 9THERS IN MINNESOTA'

,There are 195 regularly enrolled members of the Ninth Infantry Association, a national organization, who, according to the records, reside in Minnesota.· Some
70 have been located in the Twin
Cities. To those who may not know
of, the .existence of this post-war
association an invitation is extended .to join in the reunion· on April
25th.
Organizers of this· first meeting
include Thomas F. Solon, 4757
Bryant Ave., S., and Norbert J.
Hennen, 3455 Irving Ave., N.,
Minneapolis.
MUST BE MORE

There must be many more than
the 195 listed fo rthis -, state, as
the division itself-which made
the original African landing in
Casablanca area, licked the Afrika Corps in Tunisia, cleared the
Axis out of Sicily, spearhead-ed
the Normandy invasion, swept
across France, was the first Allied
unit to £uter Belgium~broke the
Siegfried line, and then shaped
the Remagen bridgehead on -the
Rhine--boasts a total of 40,000
alumni.
They should have a lot to .talk
ovel.

ViHEN THE
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Pembridge Calling
For Tom Cornelison

NEXT MEETING MAY 9

Sunday afternoon, May 9.

-Joe Casey,' 8621 Colfax, Detroit 4, Mich.

Phil.delphia July 29-30-31

Wants Father Connors
"Tie Knot·1I June 5th
Robel't C. Baldridge, formerly
of 34th FA Bn., notifies this office of his new address: care J. E.
Bierwith, Briarwood X, Cedarhurst L. 1., N. Y., and includes
th€ following news items: I'm getting married on June 5th in Cedarhurst to Nancy Bierwirth, and
hope to have Father Connors
malTY us. All forme1' 34th FA
men are invited.

After the first Stag Party, the
Greater Detroit Chapter is planning other and varied activities for
future social get-togethers. The
feHows who come to the first stag
had a swell time-rolling over in
the Four Leaf Clov€rs, with the
help of a piano, and doing what
comes naturally. A few played
cards, a 'few brought their snapshots; others just chatted about
the fun we enjoyed here and
there-and it was swell!
The next r€gular meetin~ it; to
be Sunday afternoon, May 9-and
maY'" be in a new meeting place.
Cards will be sent the week before. So a good attendance' at
this meeting will make it possible
to make the next social event an
even· gl'eater success.
And you girls who I'ead thissend your own id-cas for future activities along with your husband-

The following letter received by
the Secretary of Greater New
York Chapter of the Ninth Infantry Division Association is selfexplanatory:
Dear Member:
I am enclosing a money order
for the amount og $3.50 for my
dues to the Association for my
1948 dues.
I am thankful that fqe New
York Chapter keeps me informed
as to the various events that take
place durin? the year. As there
are two of us from Endicott who
are m,embers of the 9th: Divi&ion
Assn., that is Delbert Pembridge,
who was 1st Lt. in M. Co" and
myself. I was with the 60th Inf.
Medics from January 7, 1941 until
December 10, 1944 when I left
the outfit near Eshureler and
WesY'leler in Germany.
Although Pembddge and myself
cannot a.ttend theseaffairL as we
are both police officers on the Endicott PolicJ Dept., Pembridge
has been promo~ed to Sgt. lately
and I am on the eligible lis.t standing a chance for the next appointment. I am pas&ing this i'nformatlon on as so-me of the members
may know Pembridge and myself
and would like to know of our
whereabouts. Although as I say;
we may not attend meetings or
special events because ()f our job
conflicting at the same time. Our
spirits and heart are with the 9th
Division 100 % as it is an honor
to be a member d f,uch .1 swell
Ol'tfit.SO for now I will close and
say that I hope to meet a great
many of the members and old>
friends of the 60th and other regiments at the. Philadelphia Convention in July.
Sincerely,
Fred J. Bicking, Jr.
608 North Street,
Endicott, N. Y.

Delbert E. Pembridgoe, 427 E. Main St., Union, N. Y., former
tst Lt. Co. M,60th, sends tlte aboTe pLoto of tlte famous meetill~
of tLe Americall .nd R .... i.1l patroYs whicltMartin Becker wrote so
-yividly about in a recent issue of TLe Octofoil.

Delbert E. Pembridge, former
1st Lt" Co. M, 60th, now living at
427 E. Main St., Union, N. Y.,
wants to hear from former Lt.
Tom Cornelison,who joined the
60th in July, 1945. Else he'd like
someone to write who can give him
Tom's home address.
Pembridge is on the Endicott,
N. Y.,police force. So is Fred,
Bicking, formerly with the (lOth
medics.
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LET'S (iET ACQUAINTED WITH PHILL Y
FIFTY-FIFTY

PHILADELPHIA ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN BOASTS ONE OF
THE MOST VARIED ANIMAL COLLECTIONS IN THE
ENTIRE WORLD.
The Zoo may be reached by boarding the A bus to
Girard Ave. and walking across the Girard Ave. Bridge
to 34th St. Just before crossing the bridge, you may wish
to make a short detour down the road to your left, as
far as Grant's Cabin. This tiny shelter was presented to
the

of

c~i~ns

Philadclphia

in

A guest. at a banquet took
pains to maKe himself agreeabl-e
to a Chinese who sat next to him.
After the first course he asked,
"Likee soupee ?" There was no
reply except a genial beam. After
the next course he inquired,
"Likee fishee?"
.
Later in the evening the visitor
from the Far East rose and delive1'ed a speech in perfect English. On resuming his seat he
turned to his neighbor and asked,
"Like·e
speechee?"

during the siege of Richmond.
OLDEST ZOO

Oldest "Zoo" in the United
States, the Philadelphia Zoological Garden boasts Qne Qf the
most varied animal collections in
the world, comprising about 2,000
specimens. Aside from its exhibits, the institution is also distinguished fQr its achievements in
scientific research. It is open to
the public daily except Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Years.
Hours are 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Monday through Friday; Saturday, 9
to 6. Sundays and holidays, 9 to
7 (from April 1 to September 30),
from 9 to 5 the rest of the year.

*

4'0

JULY 29,30,31,1948 ARE·THE BIG DAYS
IN PHILADELPHIA FOR THAT THIRD
ANNUAL REUNION.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS HELD AT 1100 RIDGE AVE., FIRST
THURSDAYS; ATTEND THEM AND HELP WITH THE
HUNREDS OF DETAILS NECESSARY BEFORE REUNtON.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

~~~:r:r~r~~~a~e~~tyQ~~i~it~dV~~ ANOTHER MATUSIK I/LIBERATED" SHOT

Many surprises are in store for former Ninth Division
men and their guests or friends who make Philadelphia a
MUST on their agenda for July 29-30-31. President Rigby,
by telephone and Special Delivery, has given The Octofoil
much information-some of which is being passed on to the
members-the rest will be a "dark secret" until the curtain raises on the Association's Third Annual Reunion.
The Ninth Infantry Division Third Annual Convention
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN HOTEL (Headquarters)
Ninth, and Chestnut Streets
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Send this coupon directly to the hotel, properly checked (X) as
to the kind of room desired.

PREVAILING RATES ...

o
(

*

Dotting the knolls and g·entle
slopes"Qf beautiful FairmQunt
Park are a chain Qf Colonial
houses, many of them preserved
or carefully restored so that today they present much the same
appearance as when Robert Morris, Samuel Breck and many anQther man of renown in those
early days established quiet retreats in these parts far from the
hurly-burly Qf the growing city.
Located Qn the Zoo grounds
and occupied as an office by the
Zoological Society, is Solitude,
built in 1785 by one of Penn's
descendants.
HOME REMOVED
Letitia Street House was removed from its Qriginal site and
now stands close to Lansdowne
Drive above Girard Ave., where it
is maintained by the Art Museum.
Simple in plan, the house is
known to have been built some
time before 1715 and is one Qf
the earliest surviving in the city.
Its interior woodwQrk gives evidence of the competent workmanship then prevailing. Open to the
public from 10 a. m. to 5 p. m.
weekdays, Sundays 1 to 5. Single
admission 25c; children 10c.
SEE SWEETBRIER
From here return to Lansdowne Drive and Sweetbrier (on
the north side Qf the Drive), now
used as a clubhouse by the Modern Club Qf Philadelphia. From
the notes of Samuel Breck, the
first owner, it is learned that
Sweetbrier was built in 1797, having "outbuildings Qf every. kind
suitable for elegance and comfort." Most of the rooms are furnished with objects appropriate to
the period when the house was
built. Among the treasures Qn
display is a rare colored set Qf
:William Birch's views of Philadelphia. At the right Qf the fireplac-e is a triPQd candlestand, part
-of the Qriginal furnishings of
Sweetbrier.
Another heirloom
still preserved is an armchair
with needlepoint back and seat,
worked by Samuel Breck's mother.
Open daily, except Sunda:y, 10
a. m. to 5 p. m. Admission 25c.
CEDAR GROVE
Farther along the same Drive
is Cedar Grove, also maintained
by the Art Museum. Dating from
1721, when it was erected in
Frankford, the house is of true
Colonial style, solid stone to the
peak, with hipped roof and dormer windows. Open from 10 a. m.
to 5 p. m. dail~'. Single admission 25c; children 10c.
SMITH MEMORIAL
The Smith Memorial to the
Civil War Dead marks the junction .of Lansdowne Drive and the
North Concourse. Walk along the
North Concourse to Memorial
Hall, erected as the Art Gallery
of the Centennial Exposition in
1876. Within are exhi!>its of art,

PDILLY HOTEL RATES

Ted Matusik, 1802 Wilmot, Chicago, submits another of the
pictures he styles "liberated," again. ,lShowing the two rats, Benny
and Adolph, along with Kitel and Goebbels.

o
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CO. D, 47TH OFFICER o

SINGLE ROOMS WITH BATH) $4.50

) $5.00

) $6.00

DOUBLE ROOMS, DOUBLE BED WITH
) $6.50

(

) $7.00

(

) $7.50

) $7.00

BATH~

) $8.0()'"

) $9.00

DOUBLE ROOMS, TWIN BEDS WITH BATH(

o

) $5.50

) $8.50

(

) $-9.00

)

$io.oo

PARLOR SUITES (PARLOR, BEDROOM AND BATH)
(

) $15.00

o

SAMPLE ROOMSLarge room with double bed and bath, suitable for Chapter Ifeadquarters or for sleeping accommodations on cots up to eight persons:
(
) $8.00
(
) $9.00
(
) $10.00
(
) $12.00
Cots placed in above rooms $2.50 per cot per day.

NAME _.

_
(Please Print Name),

Francis Brusic, 49 Jefferson St., Passaic, N. J., sends this
picture of D Co., 47th men, and says the captain is the late Capt.
Jesse F. Nivens, of North Carolina, killed at St. Lo. The staff sgt.
is myself. In the jeep behind with cigarette is Charles D. Ottinger. Brusic says he'd like for some"'of the old gang to get in
touch with their ~Id Top Kick.

ADDRESS _
Date of Arrival: July (29)
Time Qf Arrival:

(30)

(31)
A. M.;

P .. M.

NOTE-All reservations to be sent direct to the Benjamin Franklin
Hotel, Ninth and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
ceramics, antique jewelry and oth- walking, though the view from the Be sure to fill in correct address. The Hotel will confirm all reservaer metal work hnd textiles. Open top of the 68 steps leading to the
tions by postal card.
10 a. m. tQ 5 p. m. Admission front entrance Qf the Art Mufree.
seum Qffers an impressive panoramic picture Qf the city. Th-e
HORTICULTURAL HALL
BRING YOUR WIVES, SWEETHEARTS, MOTHERS .••
From the vicinity of Memorial eminence on which the Museum
ENTERTAINMENT FURNISHED FOR EVERYONE!
stands
was
suggested
as
a
place
Hall may be seen the pagoda Qf
for
Penn's
mansion,
and
known
the Japanese Garden and a little
farther on, th-e huge white struc- appropriately to e'al'ly citizens as
tureof Horticultural Hall. Fa- Olde Faire Mount. Later, the Noti~e
waterworks
were
mous for its collection of tree Philadelphia
All Chapters and members who wish to present any type Qf
ferns and Qther tropical plants he.re-. Numerous additions recently
and for its sunken garden at the made to the museum's Medieval business before the Third Annual Conv-ention in Philadelphia at the
Section
have
made
this
exhibit
rewest end, the Hall was Qne of the
business befQre the Third Annual Convention in Philadelphia, will
original main buildings of the markably complete, while Qther please submit all proposals in writing (two copies) to the National
notable collections Qf paintings Secretary. Charles O. Tingley, P. O. Box 1704, Washington 13, D. C.,
Centennial Exposition.
and works of art are displayed in for distribution to the appropriate Committee Chairmen.
FAMOUS COLLECTION
their own appropriate settings. It
Committees to date are:
The Rodin Museum still awaits. is open free from 9 :30 to 5 daily.
History - Convention - Policy and Chapter - Finance and Budget Once again you cross the Parkway SEE THE AQUARIUM
Newspaper - Nominating _ Miscellaneous.
at 22d Street. The Rodin collecIf the need. develops for additional committees they will be creContinuing north toward the
tiQn, compiled by Jules Mastated and notice will be made in The Octofoil.
Schuylkill
River
from
the
Art
baum, includes many Qriginals and
Names of the various Committee Chairmen will also be anmore than 200 recasts of sculp- Museum, we end QUI' Parkway
tures by Auguste Rodin, beside.s visit at t~e Aquarium. Over 4,000 nounced in the next issue of The Octofoil.
many Qf his paintings and drawNOTICE TO CHAPTERS
ings. The building is modeled af- specimens Qf marine life are displa~'ed here in the largest aquarEach Chapter is requested to designate one man to each Comter the famous Musee at Meudon,
France. It is open free daily, from ium jn the country and -one -of the mi-ttee. Please send names to Charles O. Tingley, Secretary-Treasurer,
finest in the world. It is open P. O. Box 1704, Washington 13, D. C., within the next month.
10 to 5.
At the Convention two non-Chapter members will be selected to
From this point (22d Street) daily, free, from 8 :30 a. m. to
you may, if you wish, take Route 4 :3e p. m.; Sundays, 9 a. m. to serve Qn each Committee.
A bus, riding on th~ Parkway tQ 5 p. m.
ALL BANQUET TICKETS WILL HAVE TO BE SECURED
To return directly to the cen23d Street, Qver Pennsylvania
THROUGH
THE SECRETARY-TREASURER, CHARLES O. TINGtral
city
section
for
transportaAvenue past the Fidelity Mutual
Life Insurance Company, getting tion to all Qutlying districts, take LEY, P. O. BOX 1704, WASHINGTON 13, D. C.
Qff at 2qth Street and Pennsyl- Route A back to City Hall. RQute
Respectfully submitted,
vania Avenue and walking a short 43 will take you east on Spring
HENRY S. RIGBY, JR., President,
distance to the rear entranceo! Gard.en Street, while Routes 7 and
Ninth Infantry Diyision Association!
the Philadelphia Museum of Art. 9 operate south on 22d Street to
918 Land Title ,Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
This route saves considera~le Arch Street. .
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